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Preface

In recent years, in New Zealand and Japan, we witnessed extensive damage induced by catastrophic
earthquakes:
 The 2010-2011 Canterbury Earthquake Sequence caused significant damage in many areas of
Christchurch city and its eastern suburbs. Because of widespread soil liquefaction more than 20,000
residential buildings were severely damaged, of which more than 8,000 were demolished. 185 people
died during the earthquakes due to collapse of buildings. The rebuild cost to date has exceeded
NZ$30B;
 In the same year, 2011, Japan was hit by one of the most powerful earthquakes ever recorded on
Earth, the moment magnitude 9.0 “Off the Pacific Coast of Tohoku Earthquake”. A giant tsunami
was generated by the quake. More than 120,000 buildings collapsed or were washed away by the
tsunami and more than 15,000 people perished. The tsunami caused also a serious accident to the
Fukushima Daichii Nuclear Power Plant;
 More recently, in 2016, the Kumamoto Prefecture of Japan was rocked by a series of strong
earthquakes. Dozens of people were killed and thousands of houses and major bridges and
infrastructure were destroyed along the corridor of the surface fault rupture and in the Mount Aso
Volcanic Caldera;
 Late in the same year, the 2016 Kaikōura Earthquake induced several thousands of landslides that
devastated many communities in the South Island of New Zealand and critically affected the primary
New Zealand transportation network. In Wellington, the capital city of New Zealand, extensive
damage to the port facilities was caused by the quake and several tall buildings needed to be
demolished. Over NZ$1.5B has been spent so far in the recovery process of the State Highway 1
and the railway network.
Following such events, the contribution of structural and geotechnical engineering conditions to the
degree of earthquake-induced damage has become a pressing issue. As an earthquake engineering
community, we have learned many lessons from such events and indeed used the new knowledge to
enhance existing seismic design guidelines, codes and good practice, to advance ground improvement
techniques and ground motion predictive tools as well as to develop new technologies and construction
materials. Nevertheless, we still have a long way to go to create more resilient buildings, infrastructure
and communities, and only through a joint effort will we be able to achieve our ultimate goal. In this
context, the idea of launching the New Zealand-Japan Joint Symposium on Structural and Geotechnical
Earthquake Engineering in Christchurch, New Zealand, on 27 November 2018 was most appropriate
and timely.
These proceedings elucidate a broad coverage of the current State-of-the-Art, ideas and technology in
Earthquake Engineering from theory to practice resulting from lessons learned from recent major
earthquakes in New Zealand and Japan, and include 10 invited special guest lectures bringing together
the knowledge and experience of leading academics, researchers and practicing engineers.
The symposium received unreserved support from the Japanese Society of Civil Engineers and the
American Society of Civil Engineers. We acknowledge the symposium sponsors Tonkin + Taylor Ltd,
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Babbage Consultants Ltd, Miyamoto International Ltd, Coffey Ltd, AECOM, GeoLogismiki and ABI
Piers Ltd for their financial support. Indeed, we are most grateful to all the guest lectures, technical
session chairs and delegates that made this symposium a significant event. We wish to thank April
Lander, Warren Ladbrook and Yukiko Shibuya for their tireless efforts as members of the Organising
Committee. The efforts of staff and student volunteers of the University of Canterbury through the
Department of Civil and Natural Resources Engineering are gratefully appreciated, with special
mentioning of Elizabeth Ackermann, Emma Clark, Claudio Cappellaro and Dr. Ali Tasalloti.

Gabriele Chiaro
Symposium Co-Chair

Masayuki Yoshimi
Symposium Co-Chair
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Abstracts

Extreme acceleration records during earthquakes
Hiroyuki Goto
Associate Professor, Disaster Prevention Research Institute, Kyoto University
Email: goto@catfish.dpri.kyoto-u.ac.jp

ABSTRACT

During several recent earthquakes extremely
large accelerations with peak value exceeding
the gravity acceleration were recorded. The
highest PGA of 4.1g was recorded at seismic
station IWTH25 during the 2008 Mw6.9
Iwate-Miyagi earthquake, Japan. The vertical
acceleration exhibited an asymmetry with
upward and downward peak values, and the
downward peak was limited at the gravitational
acceleration (1g). The mechanism responsible
for large asymmetric, vertical accelerations
(AsVA) has been commonly attributed to the
decoupling of near-surface materials referred to
as a ‘trampoline’ effect (e.g., Aoi et al., Science,
2008). The trampoline effect occurs when a
rebound force causes a large upward
acceleration and the downward motion is

limited at the gravitational acceleration (1g) due
to the bouncing of a deformable soil. However,
the mechanism cannot explain some of the
AsVA records. In this presentation, we introduce
another mechanism, local system response,
responsible for the AsVAs, and show good
agreement with the observation records. This
finding has important implications for both the
evaluation of natural ground motions and the
proper
installation
of
strong
motion
seismometers.

BIOGRAPHY

Hiroyuki Goto is an Associate Professor in the Disaster Prevention Research
Institute, Kyoto University. Areas of research are engineering seismology,
geotechnical engineering and applied mechanics in civil engineering. Recent
topics are mappings with reliable spatial resolution (Uncertainty Projected
Mapping; UPM), very dense seismic observations in regional scale, extended
finite-element method (X-FEM) for source rupture simulations. He will be a
visiting researcher at GNS Science during 2019-2020.
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Present and future directions in ground motion modelling and real-time
decision making on built-environment impacts
Brendon A. Bradley
Professor, Department of Civil and Natural Resources Engineering, University of Canterbury
Christchurch 8140, New Zealand; Email: brendon.bradley@canterbury.ac.nz

ABSTRACT

Earthquake-induced ground motion prediction is
presently under-going a paradigm shift from the
empirical prediction of ground motion intensity
measures (e.g. response spectra), based on
regression analysis of observations from past
earthquakes, toward the use of physics-based
simulation methods that directly predict the
ground motion time series. The implications on
present and near-future approaches for
undertaking seismic hazard analysis, the
prescription of ground motion loading for
seismic design standards, and the ability to
revolutionize the analysis of earthquake-induced
impacts more broadly are examined. Key
technologies
include
high-performance

computing for comprehensive physics-based
simulations and machine learning to leverage
the wealth of data, and low-cost sensor
hardware enabling an order of magnitude
increase in spatial density of ground motion
measurements. Examples from the 2010-2011
Canterbury and 2016 Kāikoura earthquakes are
used for context.
Keywords:
ground
motion
simulation,
high-performance computing, machine learning.

BIOGRAPHY

Brendon is a Professor of Earthquake Engineering in the Department of Civil
and Natural Resources Engineering at the University of Canterbury, New
Zealand; and the Deputy Director of QuakeCoRE: The New Zealand Centre for
Earthquake Resilience, which is a network of over 180 active researchers. His
areas of interest include engineering seismology, strong ground motion
prediction, seismic response analysis of structural and geotechnical systems,
and seismic performance and loss estimation methods. He obtained his
Bachelor of Engineering with Honours in 2007 and PhD in 2009. Prior to
joining the University of Canterbury in 2010, Brendon worked at GNS Science
in Wellington, New Zealand, and as a post-doctoral fellow at Chuo University
in Tokyo, Japan. Brendon is an editorial board member for EERI’s Earthquake Spectra and the
Bulletin of the New Zealand Society of Earthquake Engineering. Brendon has received several
notable awards for work with collaborators, including, the 2012 Ivan Skinner EQC award for the
advancement of earthquake engineering in NZ; 2013 Royal Society of NZ Rutherford Discovery
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Fellowship; 2014 Shamsher Prakash Foundation Research Award; 2014 NZ Engineering Excellence
Awards Young Engineer of the Year; 2015 University of Canterbury Teaching Award; 2015 TC203
Young Researcher Award; 2015 EERI Shah Innovation Prize; the 2016 ASCE Norman Medal; and the
2016 Prime Minister’s Emerging Scientist Prize.
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Simulation of surface earthquake fault using high performance computing
Kazumoto Haba
Manager, Nuclear Facilities Division, Taisei Corporation, Tokyo, Japan
Email: hb-kzm00@pub.taisei.co.jp

ABSTRACT

Surface fault displacement can cause extensive
damage of important structures. In fact, some
infrastructures and buildings were damaged by
surface fault displacement in huge earthquakes
in Taiwan and Turkey in 1999. For the safety of
important structures, such as nuclear power
plants (NPPs), it is necessary to estimate a
possibility of the occurrence and the amount of
displacement for a surface earthquake fault.
Numerical simulation of the fault rupture
processes is one of the potential evaluation
methods for surface fault displacements.
However, there is a difficulty that it requires a
large amount of numerical computation in
simulating the fault rupture process. We
therefore have developed a high-performance
computing finite element method (HPC-FEM)
for the fault displacement simulations1).
HPC-FEM has a scalable solver and the
following two functions: a symplectic time
integration of explicit scheme to properly
conserve the energy of the fault; and rigorously
formulated joint elements of high order.
NPPs and many other important structures are
built in a location away from the surface
principal fault found by detailed geological
surveys. Therefore, the primary purpose of fault
displacement estimation for NPPs is to estimate
a possibility of the occurrence of secondary fault
displacement accompanying the activity of a
primary fault. The following two-step
simulation is reasonable for this purpose: 1)
evaluating the crustal deformation caused by the

primary fault slip that is based on the elastic
theory of dislocations2).; and 2) evaluating the
displacement and deformation of the target area
by analyzing a detailed 3D model with
HPC-FEM, where the displacement calculated
in step 1) is applied to the boundary of the target
area. In this presentation, we apply the
numerical method to the simulation for 2014
Kamishiro fault earthquake3) in Japan in which
the surface primary and secondary fault
displacements were observed.
Keywords:
surface
fault
displacement,
numerical simulation, high performance
computing, nuclear power plant

References
1. Sawada, M., Haba, K. and Hori & M. (2018).
Estimation of surface fault displacement by
high performance computing. Journal of
Earthquake
and
Tsunami,
https://doi.org/10.1142/S1793431118410038.
2. Okada, Y. (1985). Surface deformation due to
shear and tensile faults in a half-space. Bull.
Seism. Soc. Am., 75(4): 1135–1154.
3. Ishimura, D., Okada, S., Niwa, Y. & Toda, S.
(2015). The surface rupture of the 22
November
2014
Nagano-ken-hokubu
earthquake (Mw 6.2), along the Kamishiro
fault, Japan. Active Fault Resear., 43: 95–108,
(in Japanese).
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Dr. Kazumoto Haba is a manager in the Nuclear Facilities Division, Taisei
Corporation, which is a major general contractor in Japan. He received his
Ph.D. in science from Nagoya University, Japan in 2010. Areas of research
field are applied mechanics and numerical simulation in civil engineering,
especially related to the safety of nuclear power plants. Recent research topic is
simulation of surface fault displacement using high performance computing.
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Improving the post-earthquake reparability of buildings
Tim Sullivan
Associate Professor, Department of Civil and Natural Resources Engineering, University of
Canterbury
Christchurch 8140, New Zealand; Email: tim.sullivan@canterbury.ac.nz

ABSTRACT
In response to the Canterbury earthquakes a
number of positive initiatives were launched to
mitigate damage from future earthquakes in
New Zealand. This included formation of
QuakeCoRE: The NZ Centre of Earthquake
Resilience. Flagship 4 of QuakeCoRE is
focussed on developing the next generation of
infrastructure; the technologies and processes
that will help ensure New Zealand communities
fair better in future earthquakes.
One thrust area for research in QuakeCoRE
Flagship 4 is to improve the post-earthquake
reparability of buildings. This presentation
first draws on experiences from the Canterbury
and more recent Kaikoura earthquakes, to
provide motivation for improved reparability. A
number of factors that can make repairs difficult

following an earthquake are reviewed. Secondly,
developments being made to improve
post-earthquake reparability in QuakeCoRE are
examined. These include efforts to reduce
damage in structural and non-structural systems
and the development of a framework and tools
by which reparability can be assessed. Finally,
the potential impact that reparability
considerations may have on conceptual design
and retrofit decisions is discussed, highlighting
the need for further research in this field.

BIOGRAPHY
Tim Sullivan is Associate Professor at the University of Canterbury and is
leader of QuakeCoRE Flagship 4. He obtained a 1st Class Hon.s Degree in
Civil Engineering from the University of Canterbury, New Zealand and a
Masters and PhD in Earthquake Engineering from the ROSE School,
University of Pavia, Italy. He is author of more than 100 publications in the
field of earthquake engineering. He was awarded the 2012 Plinius Medal by
the European Geosciences Union in recognition of his interdisciplinary
research on seismic hazards, the 2012 Otto Glogau Award and the 2018 Ivan
Skinner Award by the New Zealand Society of Earthquake Engineering. He
is an invited member to Editorial Boards of various journals, and is an
invited faculty member of the ROSE School. He also has considerable consulting experience, having
worked in New Zealand, Germany and the UK, and is a chartered engineer with the Institute of Civil
Engineers (UK).
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Structural damage by earthquake surface ruptures of the 2016 Kumamoto
earthquake, Japan
Masayuki Yoshimi
Senior researcher, Geological Survey of Japan/AIST, site7 1-1-1 Higashi, Tsukuba, Japan
Email: yoshimi.m@aist.go.jp, masayuki.yoshimi@gmail.com

ABSTRACT

A sequence of large inland earthquakes, the
2016 Kumamoto earthquake, occurred in the
central Kyushu Island, Japan, starting with a
Mw6.2 event on April 14, 2016 and culminated
with the largest Mw7.0 event on April 16.
Surface ruptures of the earthquake appeared as
long as 30 km almost along pre-known active
fault traces. The ruptures crossed a lot of
infrastructures. Some bridges along the fault
scarps suffered severe damage due to the surface
rupture as well as the strong motion. Although
the general location of the ruptures matched
well with the pre-known fault traces, some
surface ruptures emerged away from the
pre-estimated fault trace.

Keywords: earthquake surface rupture, ground
motion, field survey, seismic design
References
1. Shirahama, Y., Yoshimi, M., Awata, Y.,
Maruyama, T., Azuma, T., Miyashita, Y.,
Mori, H., Imanishi, K., Takeda, N., Ochi, T.,
Otsubo, M., Asahina, D. & Miyakawa, A.
(2016). Characteristics of the surface
ruptures associated with the 2016 Kumamoto
earthquake sequence, central Kyushu, Japan.
Earth Planets and Space, 68: 191.
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Senior Researcher, Earthquake Hazard Assessment Group, Geological
Survey of Japan/AIST. Interested in bridging earth science and earthquake
engineering.
Dr. of Engineering (Civil engineering, Tokyo University, 2001)
2004-present: Geological Survey of Japan/AIST
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Lessons learnt from the recent New Zealand earthquakes and recent
developments on damage resistant bridge systems: a natural pathway
towards Resilience-Based Design
Alessandro Palermo
Professor, Department of Civil and Natural Resources Engineering, University of Canterbury
Christchurch 8140, New Zealand; Email: alessandro.palermo@canterbury.ac.nz

ABSTRACT
Christchurch and more recent Kaikoura
earthquakes has highlighted the difficulties in
assessing the actual residual capacity and
selecting the fastest and most cost-effective
repair philosophy of damaged plastic hinges in
conventional reinforced concrete bridges. In the
2016 Kaikoura earthquake over 300 bridges
were assessed by authorities. One bridge almost
collapsed and was replaced by a Bailey bridge,
while several others close to the epicenter had
sustained pier plastic hinging with fractured
rebar and massive concrete spalling. The
residual capacity and a detailed post-earthquake
reparability plan is still unknown in few cases.
Post-earthquake
reparability
is
strictly
connected with resilience and the ability to
reinstate full functionality to the structure,
however none of the international standards
provide sufficient guidance on this matter. A
resilience system or structure should include
robustness, i.e. to describe the performance of
modern structures by requiring low failure
probabilities, reduced consequences from
failures, and less recovery time.
A
design
that
minimizes/controls
post-earthquake reparability, so-called “Low
damage design” is seen a future viable resilient
solution; the design philosophy has been
currently implemented in New Zealand in real
case studies. Its aim is to significantly reduce
seismically induced damage to structural
members, guarantee self-centering capability, i.e.
no residual drifts and better control the local
damage of the connection through the yielding
of dissipative/replaceable devices. Bridges

adopting low damage design are a viable
alternative to seismic isolation and integrate
perfectly
with
accelerated
construction
techniques. The presentation will overview the
outcomes of an extensive experimental
campaign at University of Canterbury on
different types of repairable bridge pier
connections,
show
the
first-world
implementation and conclude with an overall
resilience based design framework including
key design criteria and indicators.
Keywords:
Canterbury
and
Kaikoura
earthquakes, post-tensioning, damage control,
dissipative control rocking bridges, resilience
and recovery functions
References
1. Palermo, A., Liu, R., Rais, A., McHaffie, B.,
Andisheh, K., Pampanin, S., Gentile, R.,
Nuzzo, I., Granerio, M., Loporcaro, G.,
McGann, C.R. & Wotherspoon, L.M. (2017).
Performance of road bridges during the 14
November 2016 Kaikoura Earthquake.
Bulletin of the New Zealand Society for
Earthquake Engineering, 50(2): 253-270.
2. White, S. & Palermo, A. (2016). Quasi-static
testing of posttensioned nonemulative
column-footing connections for bridge piers.
Journal of Bridge Engineering, 21(6): pp. 13.
doi:10.1061/(ASCE)BE.1943-5592.0000872.
3. Palermo, A. & Mashal, M. (2012).
Accelerated bridge construction (abc) and
seismic damage resistant technology: A New
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Zealand challenge. Bulletin of the New
Zealand Society for Earthquake Engineering,
45(3): 123-134.

BIOGRAPHY
Alessandro Palermo is Professor of structural engineering at the Dept. of Civil
and Natural Resources Eng. at the University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New
Zealand. He is author of more than 300 publications including 3 international
patents in the field of earthquake bridge and structural engineering. His core
expertise deals with the implementation of innovative technologies that
minimize post-earthquake damage in built infrastructure. Alessandro has an
extensive professional experience and he worked very closely within the
industry to implement his research in “world-first” projects. Alessandro is
recipient of several awards including the 2013 Ivan Skinner award and the 2013
University of Canterbury Innovation Medal (co-recipient). Alessandro’s teaching
style is also well-received by the students; in 2016 he was voted by the UCSA (University Student
Association UCSA) the best “University Lecturer of the Year”, “College of Engineering Lecturer of
the Year” and the “Great Character of the Year”.
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Anti-catastrophe oriented seismic design for community resilience
Riki Honda
Professor, Department of International Studies, Graduate School of Frontier Sciences, University of
Tokyo, 5-1-5 Kashiwanoha, Kashiwa, Chiba, 277-8563, Japan
Email: rhonda@k.u-tokyo.ac.jp

ABSTRACT

We introduced the concept of “anti-catastrophe
(AC)” that has been gaining attention in Japan
after the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake. The AC
concept should be a useful concept for a seismic
design to deal with extremely severe conditions
using practical solutions with feasible budget
constraint.
Contribution of AC property of infrastructure
has been recognized in recent earthquakes. The
Operation Comb (The Operation Kushinoha),
which succeeded in providing access roads to
the severely damaged coastal area quickly after
the earthquake, was highly appreciated. The
cooperation of multimode transportation,
maritime transport, railways, and flights, which
contributed supply of oil to the Tohoku Area,
was also reported by the Ministry of Land,
Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (MLIT).
Investigation of damage to infrastructure by the
2016 Kumamoto Earthquake indicates that
appropriately designed and maintained structure
could avoid critical damage and would be able
to contribute to the resilience of the society after
it is hit by severe earthquakes.
The basic concept of AC has been accepted
by most advanced engineers, but they were not
able to be fully implemented since it could be
regarded as over-specification and redundant
design. We would like to encourage and enhance
the AC oriented methodologies by providing
theoretical framework. Since it is essential for
the community to prepare effectively for
unprecedentedly severe disasters expected in the
near future, such as Nankai Trough Earthquakes.
The AC-oriented design should extend the
conventional concepts in the three dimensions:
a) Phase dimension: situation where structures

are damaged, excessing what is considered
in the design;
b) Time dimension: functionality of the
community. Fast and efficient recovery
should be aimed;
c) Space/domain dimension: multi-scale
approach in terms of physical space and
system domain is necessary;
The framework of AC-oriented design
consists from five stages:
(i) Definition of anti-catastrophe performance
to clearly define the targeted performance;
(ii) Situation setup to determine damage types,
circumstantial conditions, and input ground
motions;
(iii) Conceptual design to determine general
design concept;
(iv) Structural design to design the details;
(v) Verification and validation to confirm that
stages (i) to (iv) are correct and consistent.
It should be noted that the AC concept
accepts a certain level of damage on structures.
It means that the risk must be accepted and
shared by the community. The AC-oriented
design leaves high degree of freedom to
designers’ judgment, because it allows for a
wide range of technologies, which are not
prescribed in the design code. Therefore, for
efficient implementation of AC property, we
need an endogenous mechanism of risk control,
where society can make decisions, set
appropriate safety standards, and realize and
sustain them. For that purpose, risk governance
is essential.
Keywords: anti-catastrophe, seismic design
code, extreme events, community resilience,
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Scrutiny of simplified liquefaction triggering procedures using liquefaction
observations from historical New Zealand earthquakes
Sjoerd van Ballegooy
Technical Director, Tonkin + Taylor Ltd, 105 Carlton Gore Road, Newmarket, Auckland, New
Zealand
Email: svanballegooy@tonkintaylor.co.nz

ABSTRACT
Following the 2010-2011 earthquakes in
Canterbury, New Zealand, a number of studies
have been undertaken to scrutinize the accuracy
of simplified liquefaction evaluation procedures
in predicting liquefaction manifestation and
associated damage. Liquefaction damage indices
such as LSN were calculated, utilising the
simplified liquefaction triggering procedures,
for 20,000 CPT in Christchurch and compared
with the liquefaction observations. In addition to
the 2010-2011 Canterbury earthquakes,
liquefaction has been also been documented for
upwards of 12 other recent and historical
earthquakes in New Zealand, including the 1855
Wairarapa, 1931 Napier, 1968 Inangahua, 1987
Edgecumbe and 2016 Kaikoura earthquakes.
Liquefaction
observations
from
these
case-history events have been collated into a
GIS database and CPT data has also been
collated from these areas to develop a New
Zealand-wide liquefaction case history dataset
from a variety of earthquake events with
magnitudes ranging from 5.7 to 8.1.
Liquefaction damage indices have been
calculated for these case histories and similar to
the results from the Christchurch studies, the
conclusions are that that the liquefaction indices
are capable of depicting general trends in the
liquefaction damage, but there were a significant
number of cases where the predictions from the
simplified methods are inconsistent with
observations. Importantly, biases in the
predictions are seen in which systematic
miss-prediction of liquefaction occurrence is
observed in specific areas, and for certain types
of soils and stratification of deposits.

A framework was developed in order to
classify each CPT trace into one of four buckets.
These include CPTs where the method results in
a correct prediction of liquefaction (true
positives), CPT’s where the method results in a
correct prediction of no liquefaction (true
negatives), CPTs where the method results in an
incorrect prediction of liquefaction (false
positives) and CPTs where the method results in
an incorrect prediction of no liquefaction (false
negatives). CPT profiles with true positive
predictions comprises thick deposits of clean
sand with CPT IC values less than 1.8. Profiles
with true negative predictions comprises either
sites capped with 4m thick deposits of silt or
clay (i.e. soils with IC values greater than 2.6) or
denser deposits of clean sand. As expected,
comparison of the qC traces shows that the qC
profiles for the true negative cases are typically
higher than the qC profiles for the true positive
cases. Also the qC envelope moves to the right
with increasing shaking intensity, indicating that
denser soils (with higher corresponding qC
values) have a higher resistance to liquefaction.
Profiles with false negative predictions
comprises thick deposits of clean sand with CPT
IC values less than 1.8. The qC values in the
upper 3 to 4m are similar to the qC values for the
true positive cases (i.e. soils where liquefaction
is predicted by the Boulanger and Idriss (2014)
method), whereas the qC values of the soils
beneath are typically a bit higher compared to
those of the true positive cases and are not
predicted to liquefy by the Boulanger and Idriss
(2014) method. Finally CPT profiles for false
positive predictions comprises highly stratified
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deposits of interlayered sands, silts and clays
with IC fluctuating between 1.5 and 3.

and SPT based liquefaction triggering
procedures, Report No. UCD/CGM-14/01.
Center
for
Geotechnical
Modelling,
Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering, 2018 University of California,
Davis, CA, USA.

Keywords: CPT, Liquefaction, Prediction.
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Discussion on the Appropriateness of Model Parameters for Liquefaction
Analysis for PBD
Koji Ichii
Professor, Faculty of Societal Safety Science, Kansai University, Takatsuki, Osaka, 569-1098, Japan.
Email: ichiik@kansai-u.ac.jp

ABSTRACT

Dynamic effective analysis to evaluate the
seismic performance of structures enabled the
performance-based design (PBD) indicated in
ISO23469. However, the appropriateness of the
analytical results depends on not only the
soil-constitutive model but the model
parameters. Thus, the analytical results cannot
be unique when several engineers work on the
identical target analysis. In this study, a practical
process of PBD with application of liquefaction
analysis is illustrated. And some trials to
mitigate the difference of the result induced by
the difference of engineers is introduced. The
differences in the FEM analysis results with
various parameters exist in practice, and it can
be a barrier in the application of PBD in practice.
More comprehensive discussion in the process
of parameter determination including the
appropriate laboratory test sets of soil is
expected by practical engineers.

Geotechnical
Canada, July.

Vancouver,

2. Ichii, K. & Murakami, T. (2017). An index
on the appropriateness of parameter
determination for analysis
considering
th
liquefaction. Proc. of the 5 International
Conference on Geotechnical Engineering
for Disaster Mitigation and Rehabilitation,
Taipei, Taiwan.
3.

Iai, S., Matsunaga, Y. & Kameoka, T.
(1992). Strain space plasticity model for
cyclic mobility. Soils and Foundations,
32(2): 1-15.

4. Iai, S., Ichii, K., Liu, H. & Morita, T.
(1998). Effective stress analysis of port
structures. Soils and Foundations, 2:
97-114.
5. Inagaki, H., Iai, S., Sugano, T., Yamazaki,
H. & Inatomi, T. (1996). Performance of
caisson type quay walls at Kobe Port. Soils
and Foundations, 119-136.

Keywords: liquefaction, model parameters,
FEM, Performance-based design
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Regional-scale tools to evaluate the impact of earthquake and
post-earthquake rain induced landslides
Chris Massey
GNS Science, Wellington, New Zealand
Email: C.Massey@gns.cri.nz

ABSTARCT
New Zealand maintains a 24-hour response
capability for advice and investigation of
significant landslide occurrences or threats
throughout New Zealand. The purpose of the
all-hours capability is to ensure that appropriate
advice is available to maximize public safety,
and to collect reliable, consistent and often
ephemeral information for landslide research.
The capability is maintained within the GeoNet
Project of GNS Science (www.gns.cri.nz) a
wholly New Zealand government owned
research organization.
This
talk
outlines
a
prototype
earthquake-induced landslide (EIL) forecast tool
that will produce outputs for the GeoNet
landslide duty officers after a significant
earthquake, in near-real time, approximately 5
to 7 minutes after being triggered. The function
of this tool is to provide rapid advisory
information about the severity and likely
location and impacts of landslides following a
major earthquake, where ground shaking data
recorded by the GeoNet strong motion

instrument network is used as the input for the
tool. The prototype EIL forecast tool is the first
of several to be developed as part of a larger
landslide forecast project being carried out by
the GNS Science landslide and social science
teams, and others. The aims of the overall
project are to allow the GeoNet landslide duty
officers (the end users) to: 1) Rapidly identify
whether an earthquake or a rain event can
generate landslides and the severity of
landsliding; 2) Rapidly generate advisory
information such as a spatial representation
(map and table) of where landslides could occur
in a significant earthquake or rainfall event and
where the debris might travel, which can be
used to help target response activities. The
efficacy of the tool is demonstrated using the
MW 7.8 14 November 2016 Kaikoura
Earthquake, and the landslides it generated, as
an example of how the tool would work and the
outputs it generates.
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Extreme acceleration records during earthquakes
Hiroyuki Goto

The 1st New Zealand-Japan Joint Symposium on
Structural and Geotechnical Earthquake Engineering

Extreme acceleration records
during earthquakes

Hiroyuki Goto
Disaster Prevention Research Institute, Kyoto University

Exceptional ground motions (Anderson, 2010)

urce and Site Characteristics That Have Caused Exceptional Ground Accelerations and Velocities

15

Peak Acceleration (cm/s2)

2500
2000

Significantly increase
in this decade

1500
1000
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0
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2010

350

Peak Velocity (cm/s)

In engineering
practice
300
250

ü200Can we adopt the extreme records to seismic design directly?
150
100
50
0
1940

1950

1960

1970

1980

Year

1990

2000

2010

2008 Iwate-Miyagi EQ, Japan (M7.2)
•a

ü About 4G PGA was observed at
KiK-net IWTH25 station
ü Asymmetric, vertical
acceleration was observed.

Aoi et al.(2008)

1. Trampoline effect (Aoi et al., 2008)
• Aoi et al.(2008)
Ø The asymmetric vertical motion was explained by trampoline effect

2. Rocking effect (Ohmachi et al., 2011)
• Ohmachi et al.(2011)
Ø The asymmetric vertical acceleration was explained by rocking motion of
station shed.

Station shed

Ohmachi et al.(2011)

shed

Horizontal motion

Gravity
force

Inertia
force

Horizontal
Horizontalmotion
motion

Gravity
force

Natural ground motion?
• Trampoline effect assumes actual ground shaking.
• Applicable to input motion

• Rocking effect assumes response of station shed.
• Not acceptable to input motion
Situation assumed in trampoline effect

Situation assumed in rocking effect

Extreme accelerations
during the 2016 M7.8 Kaikoura earthquake
1Hiroyuki

Goto, 2Yoshihiro Kaneko, and 2John Young
3Hamish Avery, 3Len Damiano
1. DPRI, Kyoto Univ.
2. GNS Science
3. Canterbury Seismic Instruments

Original article
Goto, H., Kaneko, Y., Young, J., Avery, H., Damiano, L.:
Extreme Accelerations During Earthquakes Caused by
Elastic Flapping Effect, Scientific Reports, in press

2016 Kaikoura EQ, New Zealand

WTMC
PGA: 3.23 g

Accelerograms at WTMC
ü High frequency oscillation
accompanied with the large
vertical acceleration.

ü Asymmetric, vertical
acceleration

WTMC station

S62W
N28W

WTMC station
dirt

Model

Model

ü Concrete slab
L
(length)

H
(height)

Density

E
(Young’s modulus)

I
(Moment of inertia)

9.3 m

0.09 m

2400
kg/m3

30 GPa

6.075 × 10-5 m4

Element type

Number of Element

Beam

93

Model
tension
mg
kv
stretch

ü Soil springs (Winkler spring)
μ
(Friction coefficient)

kv
(Vertical spring coefficient
/ area)

0.25

35 MPa/m

ü Input motion
Low-pass filtered (0-20Hz) records at WTMC

Results

Aftershock records

event time (UTM)

Richter scale

longitude, latitude

depth

PGA at WTMC

Nov. 14 2016,
00:34:22

M6.3

173.32, -42.56

35 km

1.33 m/s2

0.13 g

Result - Aftershock

%

!As = ,-. &'(
%

)%&*+

&'( ,0%&*+

Mechanism in WTMC records
ü Impact between soil and slab results large vertical acceleration
Which mechanisms generate the vertical impact in case of WTMC?
1. Trampoline effect? – NO
• Asymmetric vertical acceleration on weak motion (~0.1g) cannot be explained

2. Rocking effect? – NO(?)
• Center of gravity of slab is low. Horizontal motion cannot transfer to the
vertical motion.

3. Flapping effect – YES
• Point contacts by irregular topology cause local elastic bouncing (flapping).
• The flapping occurs under weak motion (~0.1g) because of the non-uniform
support

Discussion / Remarks
• Strategy options to exceptional ground motions
• Ensure the recording of ground motion
e.g. firmly attached to the soil ground (piles or anchors), slab properties (thickness,
stiffness) are designed to minimize the effect of elastic bouncing, or the flapping effect

• Treat the records if needed
e.g. low-pass filtering, time series analysis

Engineering priority is to check the records prior to adopt to the
design motions.

Thank you for your kind attention

Engineering Seismology (A2)

Present and future directions in ground motion modelling and
real-time decision making on built-environment impacts

Brendon Bradley

Present and future directions in ground
motion modelling and real-time decision
making on built-environment impacts

Brendon Bradley, University of Canterbury, New Zealand

Leveraging exponential technologies

• Measurements: doubling every 4.4 years

Baker, Bradley, Stafford (2018, Cambridge Press)
2

Leveraging exponential technologies

• Computing hardware: Doubling every <2 years
+ increases in utilisation efficiency

(NeSI/QuakeCoRE, 2018)

3

Leveraging exponential technologies

• Software: Machine Learning (Deep Neural Nets)

4

Context

Physics-based

Empirical
VS

Ground motion
Weather

VS
5

Spectrum of research
Ground motion modelling

Engineering utilization

Velocity
modelling
Site response
& topo effects

Major
Scenario Eqs
Broadband sim
methods

Kinematic
rupture models

Ground
Motion
Simulation

Future
EQs

Use in
outreach and
case studies

Probabilistic
Seismic Hazard
Analysis

Validation
Comparison w
historic Eqs

Comparison w
empirical
models/GMPEs

Use of simulations in
engineering design

(Hazard and GM selection)

(elastic/inelastic spectra, durations; MDOF
nonlinear response etc)

Information feedback

6

Ingredient 1. Seismic source

Fault roughness (Shi and Day)

Slip complexity and
multi-segment rupture
(Bradley et al. 2017)

• Fractal complexity in source
modelling
• Uncertainty analysis to account for
different source representations

Slip, rise time,
rake, rup velocity
variability
(Graves+Pitarka)
7

Ingredient 2. 3D crustal model
• Sedimentary basins critical for adequate simulation
prediction

Sedimentary basin model for Canterbury, NZ
(Lee et al. 2017)

8

Ingredient 3. Surficial site effects
• Difficulty in modelling

– regional effects (10-100km scale)
– site-specific effects (1-10m scale)

Foster et al. (2018)

• Modelling site response via:

– Vs30-based empirical factors
– Explicit site response via wave
propagation analysis

Vs30 (m/s)

de la Torre et al. (2017)

9

2010-2011 Canterbury and
2016 Kaikōura earthquakes

Bradley (2018)
10

2010-2011 Canterbury and
2016 Kaikōura earthquakes
• All simulations utilize the same methodology and input
parameters, with only rupture models and simulation
domain varying between events

11

Ground motion simulation

[Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j9c-Fwhaigc ]
12

Bradley et al (2017)

Observed ground motions

Bradley et al (2017)
13

Observed and simulated motions

Near-fault

Epicentral

Wellington

Bradley et al
14
(2017)

Observed and simulated response spectra

15

Bradley et al (2017)

Validation
Validation is critical for demonstrating the (potential) superior performance of
simulations over conventional empirical models
144 Mw3.5-5.0 earthquakes recorded
at 46 stations (Lee et al. 2017)
Validation using ~2000 Mw3.5+ earthquakes
recorded since 2003 (Lee et al. 2018)
•

195 Mw3.5-7.0 earthquakes
recorded at 72 stations (Bradley
et al. 2018)

Lee et al. (2018)
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Machine Learning for automated classification

17

Seismic hazard using simulated ground motions
There are ~500 major mapped faults in NZ
Simulated ruptures considering uncertainties ( ~14,000 ruptures modelled in v18.6)

18

Tarbali et al. 2018

Uncertainties in source and crustal models
Source representation

Crust representation

19

Seismic hazard using simulated ground motions
Simulations stored on a grid of ~27,000 spatial locations

20

Tarbali et al. 2018

Software workflow and Integration
GeoNet
Recorded
Seismograms
UC HPC
Source
Inversion
GeoNet
Centroid
Moment
Tensor

Extended
Source
Generation
Standard
Rupture
Format, SRF

NeSI HPC

UC HPC

Emod3d
Hercules

Synthetic
Seismograms

Extended and
Point Source
Models

NZVM

NZVM wrapper

VM in std/
Etree fmt

Postprocessing

UC HPC

Recorded
Seismograms

Validation

GeoNet

Plotting
(Python +
GMT)

Outputs
Personal computer

21

Hazard maps

Example: Peak Ground Velocity , 2% in 50 years

22

Tarbali et al. 2018

Real-time rupture determination via machine
learning

Simulations of future
(potential) events

Unknown
earthquake occurs
and produces
recorded ground
motions
Observations

Neural Network

Simulations of
past events

Prediction

(Best combination of events
in training set)

Training
data
Bellagamba
23
et al. 2019

Prediction uncertainty

Predictive capability over time

Empirical

Physics-based simulation

Cross-over a function of:
• Region
• GM features of
interest

?

Strasser et al. (2009)

2025

2020
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From ground motion to geohazards
Vs30

Liquefaction susceptibility

None

Low

Mod

High

V High

Landslide susceptibility

None

Low

Mod

High

V High
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Applied to distributed infrastructure
Direct vs dependencies-based
network disruptions

Hierarchical network of network models

Geohazard overlay: Liquefaction exposure
of electric and transport networks
7.8%

8.7%

LIQUEFACTION SUSCEPTIBILITY

low

29.5%

moderate

25.0%

24.6%

very low
highways

1.1%

28.9%

local
roads

1.1%

high
very high

11.1%

36.1%
8.9%

12.0%
1.0%

21.4%

transpower
sites

bridges
(vehicle)
38.3%

39.8%

transpower
structures
0.4%

31.7%

Zorn; Wotherspoon et al. 2017

5.9%
34.7%

24.4%

37.6%

37.3%

31.8%

1.1%
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Thank you for your attention
https://sites.google.com/site/brendonabradley/

On-demand simulation ‘data-as-a-service’
•

How engineers/other users will obtain desired results, e.g.: SeisFinder 2017
demonstration prototype [video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aaiy_a3lbdY ]

28

Uses of simulations

(Bradley et al. 2017)

29

Validation and utilization guidance

‘Validation matrix’ for simulation
utilization (Bradley et al. 2017)

30

Logic trees for model uncertainty
• Simulation-based ground motion prediction incorporated in
logic tree along with empirically-based predictions
• Predictive capability of modelling alternatives drives model
weight

Baker, Bradley, Stafford (2018, Cambridge Press)
31

Engineering Seismology (A3)

Simulation of surface earthquake fault using high performance
computing
Kazumoto Haba

Simulation of Surface Earthquake Fault
Using High Performance Computing
Kazumoto Haba
Taisei Corporation, Japan
27th November, 2018
The University of Canterbury, Christchurch
M. Sawada1) and M. Hori2)
1) Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry, Japan
2) The University of Tokyo, Japan
The study is supported by commissioned projects from the Agency for Natural
Resources and Energy, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Japan.

Surface Fault Displacement
 Surface fault displacement can cause extensive damage of buildings and
infrastructures near or above it.

The 1999 Ji-ji earthquake in Taiwan
( the Chelungpu Fault )

Faccioli, E., et al.: Fault rupture–foundation interaction: selected case
histories, Bulletin of Earthquake Engineering 6.4 (2008): 557-583.

The 2016 Kaikoura earthquake in NZ
(the Kekerengu Fault)

Temblor, http://temblor.net/earthquake-insights/mw7-8-earthquake-shakesnew-zealand-causes-tsunami-1762/, retrieved 27th Nov. 2018.

Evaluation of Surface Fault Displacement for NPPs
 For the safety of nuclear power plants (NPPs), it is necessary to
estimate surface fault displacement.
 The purpose of the evaluation for NPPs is to evaluate whether
secondary fault displacement could appear when the nearby primary
fault moves.
 NPPs could not be located above the primary fault because detailed
geological surveys are conducted before construction.

Japan Nuclear Safety Institute: On-site Fault Assessment Method Review Committee of Japan Nuclear Safety
Institute, Assessment Methods for Nuclear Power Plant against Fault Displacement, JANSI-FDE-03, 2013.

Fault Displacement Problem of NPP in Japan
 Regulation for fault displacement of NPP in Japan
 Seismic important facilities must be located on the ground being in no danger
of the occurrence of (fault) displacement.
 Seismic important facilities must be located on the ground in which there are
no exposure of faults having the potential of activity.
Crushed zones

Primary fault

 Condition of NPP
 NPPs are located on rock ground excluding
the area just above the primary fault.
 Some crushed zones are observed in nuclear site.
Hypocenter

 Evaluation of the activity of secondary faults
 Can observed crushed zones slip when the nearby primary fault moves?

Numerical simulation of fault rupture process

Philosophy of Evaluation of Surface Fault Displacement
 Relationship between earthquake size and surface fault displacement
 When the size is larger than a critical value, surface rupture appears.

 Evaluate whether observed crushed zones on ground surface can slip
against a earthquake with standard seismic motion.

Slip on
the ground surface

 If surface rupture does not appear at target crushed zones, extra
accommodates for regulatory approval are not necessary.

Primary fault
Secondary fault
or crushed zone

Standard
seismic motion

Small

Earthquake size
Seismic moment M0 or primary fault slip Δ, etc.

Large

Necessity of High Performance Computing
 Difficulties of Numerical Simulation for Fault Displacement
①
②
③

3D structure of ground and faults
dynamic effect
uncertainties of input conditions

① 3D structure

② Dynamic effect

3D dynamical FEM
Increasing the scale
of a calculation
Over a million (106) DOF

Distribution of fault planes
③ Uncertainties

Repetitive calculation
×

Increasing the number
of calculations
～100 times

High Performance Computing

Using High Performance Computing
 What is High Performance Computing (HPC) ?
 HPC is a method to calculate problems with huge degrees of freedom by
using a computer cluster and an advanced solver.

Domain
segmentation
www.top500.org/lists/2011/06/

(June, 2011)

K computer in Japan

Each subdomain is solved with a different CORE

 Applying HPC to surface fault simulation
 Large scale calculation by parallel computing (CAPABILITY COMPUTING）
 Repetitive computing （CAPACITY COMPUTING）

Development of HPC-FEM for Surface Fault Simulation
 Development of a FEM program for HPC (HPC-FEM)
 based on an open-source parallel FEM program, FrontISTR
FrontISTR Formum, FrontISTR ver.4.5, http://www.multi.k.utokyo.ac.jp/FrontISTR/files/FISTRv4.5E.pdf, retrieved 27th Nov. 2018.

 includes the following functions
• Modern Symplectic time integration for energy conservation.
• Isoparametric joint element accounting for displacement discontinuity.
Joint element

Two planes are joined
by shear springs
Guigen Zhang: Integrative Engineering: A Computational
Approach to Biomedical Problem, CRC press, 2017

Shape functions for 6-node triangle element

Scalability of HPC-FEM
 Our HPC-FEM enables higher scalability
 Calculation time can be proportionally reduced relative to number of parallel
threads within at least 103 parallel threads.
 It is not easy to maintain parallel efficiency because of communication time
among separated subdomains.

100m

f0

Rock
(Solid elem.)

50m
Fault plane
(Joint elem.)
Rigid body (Solid elem.)

Calculation time(s)

10000

1000

100

10

10

100

1000

Parallel number

10000

Strategy of Simulation by Using HPC-FEM
 STEP 1: Theoretical evaluation of the crustal deformation
 Crustal deformation caused by the primary fault slip is evaluated by using the
elastic theory of dislocations (Okada 1985).

 STEP 2: Numerical evaluation of the activity of secondary fault
 Slip and deformation of the target area are evaluated by using HPC-FEM.
The output in STEP 1 is applied to the boundary of the target area.

STEP 1.

STEP 2.
the elastic theory
of dislocations

Japan Nuclear Safety Institute: On-site Fault Assessment Method Review Committee of Japan Nuclear Safety
Institute, Assessment Methods for Nuclear Power Plant against Fault Displacement, JANSI-FDE-03, 2013.

The 2014 Nagano-ken-hokubu Earthquake (1/2)
 The 2014 Nagano-ken-hokubu Earthquake (MJMA=6.7, Mw = 6.3 )
 This quake ruptured northern half of the Kamishiro fault, the ItoigawaShizuoka Tectonic Line active fault system.
 The Kamishiro fault is a reverse fault in which east side block was uplifted.

The Kamishiro fault

Ishimura, D., Okada, S., Niwa, Y. and Toda, S.: The surface rupture of the 22 November 2014 Nagano-ken-hokubu
earthquake (Mw 6.2), along the Kamishiro fault, Japan, Active Fault Resear. 43, 95–108, 2015. (in Japanese)

The 2014 Nagano-ken-hokubu Earthquake (2/2)
 Some surface ruptures of the secondary fault are observed in the
northern area of surface rupture of the primary fault
 Primary fault slip is roughly up to 1.0m
 Secondary fault slip is half of it, 0.3m - 0.7m
Secondary fault
South

Slip on
ground surface

North

Primary fault

●Primary fault

●●Secondary fault

The surface fault displacement distribution based on
a differential analysis of multi LiDAR-DEM data (Aoyagi 2016).
Aoyagi, Y.: Fault displacement distribution of the 2014 Nagano-ken Hokubu earthquake based on a differential
analysis of multi LiDAR-DEM data, 2016 Japan Geoscience Union, SSS31-18, 2016.

Analytical Model for the Kamishiro fault
 5km x 5km x depth 1km of the northern area of surface rupture
 Geological layer is of two layers based on subsurface structure data of Japan
seismic hazard information station (J-SHIS)
 One primary fault and three secondary faults are modeled by using joint elem.

 This model has 2.17 million DOF.
Target area
Secondary fault N

Primary fault
Secondary
fault E

Secondary fault S
～1km

5 km

5 km
N

Slip on
ground surface

～0.5km

Secondary fault

Material Properties for Simulation
 Rocks are elastic bodies with material properties based on J-SHIS data
 Fault Planes have a constitutive equation for slip
 Peak strength 𝜏𝜏max depends on the confined pressure with friction angle and
cohesion, 𝜏𝜏max = 𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛 tan 𝜙𝜙 + 𝑐𝑐
Value

Young’s modulus

10.03 GPa

Poisson’s ratio
Density

2.2 ton/m3

Young’s modulus

27.72GPa

Rock of
the second Poisson’s ratio
layer
Density
Fault plane

0.3491

Friction angle 𝜙𝜙
Cohesion 𝑐𝑐

0.3097
2.4

The relationship between slip and
shear force on the fault plane

0.50

𝜏𝜏max

0.40
0.30

𝜏𝜏/𝜎𝜎
f/σnn [-]

Rock of
the first
layer

Material property

ton/m3

25.0 deg
0.025 MPa

National Research Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Resilience: Japan seismic hazard
information station, http://www.j-shis.bosai.go.jp/, 14 September 2018.

0.20
0.10
0.00

0.0
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Slip u [m]

0.3

STEP1: Theoretical Evaluation of the Crustal Deformation
 The crustal deformation caused by the primary fault slip is evaluated
based on the elastic theory of dislocation.
 Slip distribution on the Kamishiro fault is set based on the result of source
inversion analysis estimated by Geospatial Information Authority of Japan.
Amount of net slip on each fault (m)

Kamishiro fault

0
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Z (km)

-10
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-35
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https://www.jishin.go.jp/main/chousa/14dec_nagano/p29.htm

Slip distribution on
the Kamishiro fault (GIAJ 2014)
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A model for the elastic theory of dislocations

STEP2: Evaluation of the Activity of Secondary Fault
 The output displacement distribution in STEP 1. are applied incrementally
to the bottom surface of analytical model.
 Initial slip Δ on the primary fault is incrementally enforced up to 3.0m

Input to
bottom

[m]

An output displacement
by the elastic theory of dislocations
Vertical disp. on bottom surface

Result: Vertical Deformation
 Simulation of a reverse fault
 the hanging wall is uplifted relative to the foot wall.

Input Slip
Δ=1.2m

Δ=2.1m

Δ=3.0m

Vertical Deformation [m]

-0.5

-0.3

-0.1

0.1

0.3

0.5

Result: Slip on Fault Planes
 Spreading and dispersing of slip
 Initial slip Δ is spreading and dispersing on the primary fault.

 Appearance of Surface rupture
 When Δ enlarges, rupture reaches at the ground surface
 When Δ becomes larger, surface rupture appear at the secondary fault E.
Input Slip
Δ=1.2m

Slip [m]

Δ=2.1m

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

Δ=3.0m

0.8

1.0

Result: Slip at Observation Points
 Relationship between initial slip Δ and slip on the ground surface
 When the initial slip gets larger than the critical base slip 𝛥𝛥C , slip on the
ground surface sharply increases.
 the critical base slip 𝛥𝛥C indicates the critical value of earthquake size.

Slip on ground surface[m]

1.2
1.0

Primary fault
主断層

0.8

副断層1
Secondary fault E

Observation point

0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

primary
𝛥𝛥c

0.0

= 0.70m

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

Initial slip on the bottom Δ [m]

3.0

secondary

𝛥𝛥c

Result: Comparison with observed value
 The results of slip value agree with observations
 the slip of the primary fault is about 1.0m and one of the secondary fault E is
about 0.3m when surface rupture appears on the secondary fault E.

 The activity of secondary fault can be largely forecasted by simulation

1.0

Primary fault
主断層

0.8

副断層1
Secondary fault E

Observed slip
Primary fault = 1.0m
Secondary fault = 0.3～0.7m

0.6

Slip

Slip on ground surface[m]

1.2

0.4
0.2
0.0

●Primary fault

●●Secondary fault
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

Initial slip on the bottom Δ [m]

3.0

Effect of Material Uncertainties
 Repetitive simulations considering uncertainties of material properties
 Young’s modulus of rock and Friction angle of fault plane are uncertain

 Probabilistic uncertainty of the critical base slip 𝛥𝛥C

 𝛥𝛥C changes greatly depending on material properties.

1.8

Primary fault

1.6
1.4

Slip [m]

Probabilistic density [-]

 it is necessary to take into account uncertainties of some input
conditions

Secondary fault E

1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4

1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

0.2
0.0

1.4

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

Input base slip Δ[m]

4.0

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

Critical base slip[m]

4.0

Summary and Future plan
 It is necessary for NPPs in Japan to evaluate whether observed crushed
zones on the ground surface will slip or not when the nearby primary
fault moves.
 We developed a HPC-FEM for simulation of surface fault, and applied it
to the 2014 Nagano-ken-hokubu Earthquake.
 The activity of secondary fault can be largely forecasted by simulation
with HPC-FEM.
 We are conducting simulation of other earthquakes, such as the 2016
Kumamoto earthquake, and approaching simulation of nuclear sites.
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Improving Post-Earthquake Reparability
• Reminder of damage caused to buildings by the
Canterbury earthquakes.
• What made repair difficult post-EQ?
• Some ideas on improving post-EQ reparability of
buildings in the future.

Types of damage generated by
Canterbury earthquakes?

2010-2011 Canterbury Earthquake Sequence

Waimakariri River

4 DEC11
CBD

1 SEP10

20 km

2 FEB11

3 JUN11

Summary of impacts from 4th Sept 2010 Earthquake

Summary of impacts from 22nd Feb 2011 Earthquake
•

185 fatalities

•

135 of these fatalities were due to collapse of two RC buildings.

•

1 fatality due to falling non-structural element, many killed in
collapsed low-rise masonry buildings.

•

CBD gone: ~ 70% of the buildings demolished

•

Widespread liquefaction
Residential properties:

•

Pipe networks:

•

Roads, bridges, …

•

Total economic loss: ~ 40b NZ dollars … and social impacts?

~ 60,000 affected
~ 20,000 severely affected
~ 8,000 abandoned

~ 700 km WW pipelines (loss/limited service)
~ one break per km PW pipes (4,000 km)

Liquefaction in the CBD
Soft peaty
soil to 7-8m

Soft soils
to 6-7m

Mainly sand

Liquefaction

Shallow gravel

Cubrinovski and McCahon (2011; CERC Report)

Soft silt and peat to 7-8m

Impact of liquefaction on performance

8 5 2 0
17
26 cm

Cubrinovski ,
Bray et al.
(2011) SRL
Special Issue
Deep
liquefaction
( z > 10 m)

Shallow
liquefaction
( z ~ 2.5 m)

Bray, Cubrinovski
et al. (2014) EQ
Spectra Special
Issue

Repairable?

Pre-1970s buildings
An example of a building suffering
from “short-column” effect, as well as
beam-column joint failures.

Repairable?

Figures from Weng et al. (2011)

Pre-1970s buildings
An example of a building suffering from inadequate reinforcement
detailing of RC walls.

Figures from Weng et al. (2011)

Repairable?

Pre-1970s buildings
An example of a building with
masonry infills suffering damage.

After Feb 2011
aftershock

Repairable?!?
After June 2011
aftershock

Pre-1970s buildings
An example of a building suffering
from “lap-splice” problems.

Figures from Weng et al. (2011)

Pre-1970s buildings
An example of a building suffering
from inadequate detailing of RC
coupling beams.

Repairable?
Figures from Weng et al. (2011)

Performance of Modern (post 1970s) buildings?
Photos of a ductile 22 storey pre-cast concrete building under construction.

Figures from Weng et al. (2011)

Modern (post 1970s) buildings
Photos show damage to the 22storey pre-cast concrete frame
building – plastic hinges have
formed at intended locations.

Repairable?

Figures from Weng et al. (2011)

17-storey ductile (post 1976)
RC frame with pre-cast floors.
Photos show damage to the pre-cast
concrete floors.

Repairable?

Figures from Weng et al. (2011)

22-storey building with steel eccentrically-braced frame structure.
à Structure was damaged at link
locations, as could have been expected.

Repairable?

Photo from Clifton et. al. (2011)

So what about non-structural elements?

Snapshots of damage to non-structural elements
à Damage to non-structural elements, such as partitions, ceilings,
windows/cladding and piping, was very extensive.

•

Source: Dhakal (2010)

•

Source: Dhakal (2010)

Snapshots of damage to non-structural elements
à Damage to non-structural elements, such as partitions, ceilings,
windows/cladding and piping, was extensive.

Source: Weng et. al. (2011)

Source: Baird et. al. (2011)

Repair or demolish?
A high number of owners decided to demolish and rebuild their
buildings when repair was possible.

Figure from Elwood et al. (2015) for 223 RC buildings over 2 storeys in height.

Repair or demolish?

Damage Ratio

= Estimated cost to repair the building divided by estimated cost to
replace the building
Figure from Elwood et al. (2015) for 223 RC buildings over 2 storeys in height.

QuakeCoRE Flagship 4

Next-Generation Infrastructure
Low-damage and repairable solutions
New design paradigm whereby reparability and damagecontrol is explicitly considered in the design process.
Thrust 1: New low-damage systems
Thrust 3: Implementation

Thrust 2: Reparability

Factors making repair difficult post-EQ?
Short-term:
• Difficulty identifying where damage has occurred and
extent of damage.
• Lack of clear criteria to decide whether a building
component can be repaired or needs to be replaced.
• Uncertainty as to what work is required in order to
repair – sets scope, sequence of repair works.
Inject cracks or
remove & re-cast
concrete?

Because residual
cracks small, rebar should be OK?

Factors making repair difficult post-EQ?
Longer-term:
• Evidence to show that repair works will be effective.
• Insurance: “repair to as when new condition”
• Neighbours.

The Press, March 2011

NBR Contributor, Sun, 06 Mar 2011

What could be done to improve reparability
of buildings in the future?

Provide:

1. Systems that are less likely to be damaged.
2. Quick means of identifying damage.
3. Clear criteria to decide whether a building component can be
repaired or needs to be replaced.
4. Clear guidance as to what work is required in order to repair –
sets scope, sequence of repair works.
5. Information on likely costs and time required for repair.
6. A strategy for evaluating reparability; post-earthquake and as
part of new-build designs.
7. Other drivers: Legislation to retrofit, improved reliability of
utilities networks/community service providers, etc.

1. Systems that are less likely to be damaged
Development of “low-damage” RC structural systems

Full scale 2-storey
building shake-table
testing underway

(images courtesy of Rick Henry)

1. Systems that are less likely to be damaged
Development of “low-damage” steel structural systems

Column
continuity
plate

Beam

Column

Traditional BeamColumn Connection

(MacRae et al. 2010)

Low-damage Beam-Column
Connection
Full scale 3-storey building
shake-table test planned
for 2019

1. Systems that are less likely to be damaged
Development of “low-damage” timber structural systems

NMIT School of Arts and Design

(photos courtesy of Minghao Li)
Beatrice Tinsley Building, UC

1. Systems that are less likely to be damaged
Development of devices for “low-damage” systems
Bulged-shaft type extrusion damper

Figures courtesy of Geoff Rodgers

1. Systems that are less likely to be damaged
Development of “low-damage” non-structural systems
Changes to detailing can double drift
capacity.
Detailing changes need to consider
fire & acoustic requirements
à cannot just think earthquakes!
NS systems also to be tested as part of
shake-table tests

2. Quick means of identifying damage?
Guidance documents
à e.g. NZSEE/WCC Targeted
Damage Evaluation guide
Building documentation/data
à BIM & supporting software
à likely damage statements within
design features reports.
Instrumentation
Improved means of visual
inspection
à access panels?
à cameras?

3. Criteria for repair of components?
Assessment of repair requirements for
damaged RC structures:
Draft framework proposed
by Elwood et al. (2016)
•

Residual crack-widths?

•

Hardness tests of rebar?

•

Simulations to assess likely
deformations.

Weng et al. (2011)

Figure on relationship between
residual crack width and peak drift
demand from PhD thesis of Marder
(2018)

3. Criteria for repair of components?
Assessment of repair requirements for
damaged steel structures:
•

Cracking of floor slab?

•

Paint flaking?

•

Hardness tests of steel?

Area likely
needing repair
Clifton et al. (2012)

Examples of EBF link damage (Clifton et al. 2012)

Allowing for
uncertainty?
Nassad (2014)

3. Criteria for repair of components?
Possible repair requirements for
damaged non-structural partitions:
•

Cracking of joints

•

Cracking of plasterboard

•

Buckling of studs (does it matter?)

à Has fire rating been lost?
à Is room still functional?
e.g. for undertaking surgery in a hospital?

Figures courtesy of
A. Filiatrault

4. Guidance on work required for repair?
Work required for steel EBF?
Item

EBF
(Example)

Damage
Uncertainty
Median Drift
State
(Dispersion)
DS1

1.5%

0.24

DS2

2.0%

0.26

DS3

2.5%

0.30

Clifton et al. (2012)

DS3: Cut-out link
DS2: Heat
DS1: Repair of concrete
slab, rerouting of non- straightening of and weld in new
segment
structural elements. link and repainting

Vi
qi

Lateral
Force
Vi
Storey drift demand, qi

4. Guidance on work required for repair?
Work required for non-structural plasterboard partition walls?
Damage
State
DS1

Median
Drift
0.3%

Description

Repair Works
Required
Cracking of the paint Scrape out minor
and/or plasterboard. cracks, and reapply
plaster and paint

DS2

0.7%

Broken plasterboard
panels.

DS3

1.2%

Damage to panels
and framing.

Remove and replace
plasterboard, stop &
paint
Remove and replace
partition walls.

Figure courtesy of A. Filiatrault

5. Information on likely repair costs and time?
Information continues to be gathered from recent earthquakes to
identify likely repair costs and repair time.

Example for EBF structures:
Damage
State

Description

DS1

Damage to concrete
slab above the link
beam.

Replace
slab

Web and flange
local buckling.
Initiation of fracture
in the link web and
link flange.

Heat straightening
of buckled elements
Replace EBF Link

DS2
DS3

Repair Works
Required
concrete

Cost (Each EBF Link)
Item of Repair
Achieving access/work
on services
Floor slabs replacement
Damage state 1
Heat straightening
Damage state 1
Remove existing link
Install new EBF link

Average Cost
(2011 US$)
16,600
3,952
20,552
6,268
20,552
5,377
19,762

5. Information on likely repair costs and time?
Information is also being gathered for non-structural elements.
Example for plasterboard partitions:
Damage
State
DS1

Median
Drift
0.3%

Description

Repair Works
Required
Cracking of the paint Scrape out minor
and/or plasterboard. cracks, and reapply
plaster and paint

Repair Cost (Dhakal
et al. 2016)
$20/m2 partition

DS2

0.7%

Broken plasterboard
panels.

$47/m2 partition

DS3

1.2%

Damage to panels
and framing.

Remove and replace
plasterboard, stop &
paint
Remove and replace
partition walls.

$88/m2 partition

6. Strategy for evaluating reparability
Post-earthquake: Is it worthwhile repairing?
Client must decide but we should provide:
•

Estimate of (direct) costs and timeframe

•

Options for reducing likely repairs in future

New-builds:
•

Concept designs should include consideration of reparability
(easy access for inspection and repair? Instrumentation?).

•

Estimate differences in likely repair costs for different design
solutions.

6. Strategy for evaluating reparability

Rare EQ, q = 1.6%
Cost estimates can be used to compare systems
EBF repair: $120000
Frequent EQ, q = 0.4% Partition repair: $80000
EBF repair: $0
Partition repair: $10000
Base
Shear

Storey drift demand, qi
Relative
reparability of
different systems
quantified.

Will this change our design decisions?
Consider possible differences when reparability considered in the
design process:
Instrumentation
Low-damage
Structure

Structure
Piping

View panels

NEW?

TRADITIONAL

Braced piping
away from links

Partitions
Ceilings

Deformable
partitions
Low-damage
Ceilings

Pad footings

- Code compliant design
- Standard drawings and documentation
- Coordination to avoid clashes during
construction

Raft
foundation

- Code compliant design
- BIM, including data relevant for
seismic assessment
- Design features report describes
expected damage and includes
inspection and repair strategy
- Agree approach with insurers

Conclusions
The Canterbury earthquakes have prompted an increased focus on
providing repairable buildings.
A number of possibilities are emerging to improve reparability,
including low-damage structural and non-structural systems, as well
as new insight into the effectiveness of different repair strategies.
There is an expectation that our design decisions/recommendations
will be affected by reparability in the future.
Further research should expand reparability considerations to
include a wide range of building types and components (including
foundation systems!).

Thank You

Photo of base-isolated buildings in Bazzano, Italy, as part
of rebuild shortly after the 2009 L’Aquila earhtquake

Structural Earthquake Engineering (B2)

Structural damage by earthquake surface ruptures of the 2016
Kumamoto earthquake, Japan

Masayuki Yoshimi
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The 2016 Kumamoto Earthquake Sequence




   



Magnitude: M7.3 (Mw7.0)
Fatalities: 50
Heavily injured: 344
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Houses & buildings
Collapse: 7,400
Half collapse: 22,000

   
   


Landslides: many, esp. in Aso Caldera
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Surface deformation by the Mainshock (Apr. 16)
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Ground deformation by d-DSM (Asia air survey)

2.2 m right lateral disp. @Douzon, Mashiki
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Nishihara town office: within 1 km to the surface rupture
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Tawara-yama Bridge

TW Bridge’s damage: compressive deformation
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L=140m, 3 span
continuous girder
bridge
Completed in 2001
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Possible damage mechanism of the TW bridge


       
         

Before

After

Shortening
Longitudinal compression on the girder
resulted in buckling & bending
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Shortening resulted in buckling of the girder.

What if?
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Structural Earthquake Engineering (B3)

Lessons learnt from recent New Zealand earthquakes and recent
developments on damage resistant bridge systems: a natural
pathway towards Resilience-Based Design

Alessandro Palermo

08/01/19

1st NZ-Japan Joint Symposium on Structural and
Geotechnical Earthquake Engineering
Christchurch, University of Canterbury, 27 November 2018

Lessons learnt from the recent New Zealand earthquakes and
recent developments on damage resistant bridge systems: a
natural pathway towards Resilience-Based Design
Alessandro Palermo
Professor in structural engineering
University of Canterbury
Department of Civil and Natural Resources Engineering,
Christchurch, New Zealand

European Commission: Global Human Settlement (Atlas 2017)
http://ghsl.jrc.ec.europa.eu/atlas2017KF.php

Twice the
Population

145% increase

1

08/01/19

Need for Accelerated Bridge Construction to minimize disruption!

•Safety
•Quality
•Durability
•Social costs and
•Environmental
impacts

U.S. Federal Highway Administration https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/bridge/abc/

MBIE - New Zealand Natural Hazard Research Platform Competitive Grants
P.I. of the research programme for 4+4 year duration (October 2011-19, > NZD 870.000)

Advanced Bridge Construction and Design for New Zealand
(ABCD – New Zealand Bridges)

End users: New Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA), City Councils, Contractors, Practitioners

www.fhwa.dot.gov

www.mceer.buffalo.edu
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5

4

6

3

2

7

1

8

ABC
DCR
-2

ABC
DCR - 1

Low-damage
recipe

Lessons learnt

Messy Outline!

DC

5

4

6
7
8

C
AB - 3
R

3

2

Real case
Study

Design
Shift

1

Gran
Finale
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5

4

6
7
8

3

2
1

How can we make bridges more resilient?

4
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8
Lessons Learnt from recent NZ earthquakes

Lessons Learnt from recent NZ
earthquakes

8

2016 Kaikoura Earthquake (New Zealand)

Reconnaisance Survey
Liu et al. 2017, Bulletin of NZSEE – Special Kaikoura Eq.

5
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Lessons Learnt from recent NZ
earthquakes
Lower Mason River Bridge (1986)

8

Lower Mason
River Bridge
Waiau
Epicentre

Lessons Learnt from recent NZ
earthquakes

8

Awatere River Bridge (2007)
Blenheim

Awatere
River
Bridge

6
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Lessons Learnt from recent NZ
earthquakes

8

Society Expectations

1. What is the post earthquake Residual Capacity of
damaged structures?
2. What implications on their functionality?
3. How quickly can they be repaired?
(Yokohama National University, 2011)

Current seismic design practice
Our current design choices

8

Expectations from Public

(Yokohama National University, 2011)
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Lessons Learnt from recent NZ
earthquakes
Civil Engineering

…In the 80s…

8

Mechanical Engineering

Ferrari GTB 308

Lower Mason (1986)

2018?
Can we have higher seismic
performance “specs” than
Awatere Bridge (2007)?

Ferrari 458

Lessons Learnt from recent NZ
earthquakes

8

Resilience
An engineering resilient system or structure is one that shows:
1. Reduced failure probabilities (Robustness)
2. Reduced consequences from failures (Reparability)
3. Reduced time to recover (Recovery)

Key to Resilience:
FUNCTIONALITY

(Bruneau, et al., 2003)

8
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Lessons Learnt from recent NZ
earthquakes
Conceptual Functionality Curves

Functionality Q(t)

75
%
50
%
25
%

Monolithic bridge
Pre-event
Recovery
A functionality pattern for
moderate
Preliminary
damage
& final
assessment

100
%

8

C

E

D

B

Time

Lessons Learnt from recent NZ
earthquakes
Conceptual Functionality Curves

Functionality Q(t)

100
%

8

Monolithic bridge
Rapidity

75
%
50
%

Resilience

25
%
Recovery
time
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Lessons Learnt from recent NZ
earthquakes

8

Resilient bridge technologies

Functionality Q(t)

Low damage
recovery pattern

10
0%
75
%
50
%
25
%

Reduced
damage

Recovery
time

7
Ingredients for a perfect Damage Control receipe

10
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Ingredients for a perfect Damage
Control receipe

7

Ingredients for a perfect Damage
Control receipe

7

Traditional (monolithic)

Next Generation DCR

Dresidual

Typically Accepted Damage

F

F

D

D
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Ingredients for a perfect Damage
Control receipe
Traditional (monolithic)

7

Next Generation DCR

Dresidual

Typically Accepted Damage

Ingredients for a perfect Damage
Control receipe

7

Precast Concrete:
Priestley, M. J. N., “Overview of PRESSS Research Program,” PCI
Journal, Vol. 36, No. 4, July-August 1991, pp. 50-57.
Structural Steel:
Christopoulos, C., Filiatrault, A., Folz, B. and Uang, C-M., 2002. “PostTensioned Energy Dissipating Connections for Moment-Resisting Steel
Frames,” ASCE Journal of Structural Engineering, 128 (9), 1111-1120.
Beam-Column Joint
Rocking Mechanism (CCANZ)

Kim & Christopolous 2008
Bridges:
Palermo, A. “Use of Dissipative Controlled Rocking for Seismic
Design of Bridges”. (2004). PhD Thesis.

The concept is material and geometry
independent and applicable to any structure!

Structural Timber:
Palermo, A., Pampanin, S., Buchanan, A., & Newcombe, M. (2005).
Seismic Design of Multi-Storey Buildings using Laminated Veneer
Lumber (LVL). In New Zealand Society Earthquake Engineering
Conference (NZEES). Wairakei, New Zealand.
Buchanan, A., Pampanin, S., & Palermo, A. (2006). 549029, An
Engineered Wood Construction System for High Performance
Structures.
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Ingredients for a perfect Damage
Control receipe

7

Three main aspects of damage control:
• Control material strains (including
low-cycle fatigue)
– During earthquake event

• Maximise Repairability / Minimise
Recovery time
– Some time after the event

• Minimise residual deformations
– Immediately after the event

Ingredients for a perfect Damage
Control receipe

7

Low-medium span bridges (mainly precast simply supported
concrete decks with tie-rods)

NZTA Research report 364, 2008 (available on NZTA website)
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Ingredients for a perfect Damage
Control receipe
Post Tensioning
Internal
Bars

Internal Bars
Armouring/Cover
Confinement

ABC High Damage

ABC Controlled Damage
1
2

Cast-in-place/
Monolithic

Material / Fabrication Cost
Construction Time
Repair Cost and Time

Precast High
Damage

Material / Fabrication Cost
Construction Time
Repair Cost and Time

Precast Medium
Damage

Material / Fabrication Cost
Construction Time
Repair Cost and Time

Precast Low
Damage

Material / Fabrication Cost
Construction Time
Repair Cost and Time

7

Post Tensioning
Armouring/Cover
Confinement

3ABC

External
Dissipators

Low Damage

6
Damage Controlled Rocking Piers: medium-moderate
damage

14
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Damage Controlled Rocking Piers:
medium-moderate damage

6

Pouring grout in gap

Precast Column

Precast Footing

Column Positioning

Damage Controlled Rocking Piers:
medium-moderate damage

Damaged
Connection

Steel angles installed to
carry shear

Internal bars cut with
concrete saw

Filled with epoxy or grout

6

External Dissipators
Installed

Section of repaired column

Self-centering Socket connection

15
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Damage Controlled Rocking Piers:
medium-moderate damage

6

“Plug & Play“ axial devices

Sarti, F., Palermo, A., & Pampanin, S. (2016). Fuse-Type External Replaceable Dissipaters: Experimental
Program and Numerical Modeling. ASCE Journal of Structural Engineering 142(12).
Andisheh, K., Liu, R., Palermo, A., & Scott, A. (2018). Cyclic Behavior of Corroded Fuse-Type Dissipaters for
Posttensioned Rocking Bridges. ASCE Journal of Bridge Engineering, 23(4).

Damage Controlled Rocking Piers:
medium-moderate damage

6

Wet Type (epoxy or grout filler)
Test results
E

Inter. Onset

14

Buck. Onset

Force [kN]

G2

D12L180

D20L300

Force [kN]

12

100

D24L360
D20L300

D26L390

10
D26L488

8

D26L585

6
4
25

200

30
35
40
45
Dissipater Effective Slenderness, leff

-200
-300

D24L360

-400
300

D26L390

leff = L fuse

200
100
0

Afuse + Atube + Aeff , fill
I fuse + I tube + I eff , fill

-100
-200
-300
-400

50

Effective Slenderness leff less then 30-35
gives the highest strain failure

0

-100

Force [kN]

Avg. Onset Strain (%)

G1
150
100
50
0
-50
-100
-150
-200
-250
300

D26L488
0

0.04

0.08
Avg. Strain

0.12

D26L585
0

0.04

0.08
Avg. Strain

0.12

Aeff , fill = nAfill , n =

E fill
Es
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Damage Controlled Rocking Piers:
medium-moderate damage
Benchmark

Repaired

Benchmark

Repaired

6

5
Damage Controlled Rocking Piers:
low damage

17
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Damage Controlled Rocking Piers:
low damage

5

Uni-Directional QuasiStatic Loading Protocol

Damage Controlled Rocking Piers:
low damage
Yield
(0.75%)

400

ULS MCE
(2.2%) (2.5%)

20

Takeda-Thin

VBase Shear (ULS) = 352 kN

Flag-Shaped (β=0.35)

Hysteretic Damping (%)

VBase Shear (Yielding) = 220 kN
Cyclic F-D
Backbone Curve

0

λYielding = 1.5
λULS = 1.8

-200

High Damage Bent (HDB)

15

Low Damage Bent Type # 2

10

5

0

-400
-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

1

3

1.5

Drift (%)
ULS (2.2%)

600

Energy Dissipated per Drift Cycle (kJ)

Post-Tensioning Force (kN)

200
IPT = 130 kN

Column-1

0
-1

3

3.5

60
1st Loop of Cycle

400

-2

2.5

20

Macalloy Bar Yielding
Force = 1100 kN

-3

2

Displacement Ductility

0

Drift (%)

1

2

3

18
16
14

2nd Loop of Cycle

50

3rd Loop of Cycle
4th Loop of Cycle
Cumulative Dissipated Energy

40

12
10

30

8
20

6
4

10

2
0

Cumulative Dissipated Energy (kJ)

Force (kN)

200

5

0
0.2

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

Drift Cycle (%)
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Damage Controlled Rocking Piers:
low damage
Yield
(0.85%)

400

ULS
(2.2%)

MCE
(3.4%)

VBase Shear (ULS) = 305 kN

Comparative performance

200

Force (kN)

Force (kN)

MCE
(3.0%)

VBase Shear (Yielding) = 149 kN

0

Cyclic F-D
Backbone Curve

-200

-200

-400
-3.5

ULS
(2.2%)

VBase Shear (ULS) = 315 kN

VBase Shear (Yielding) = 284 kN

0

Yield
(0.53%)

400

200
Cyclic F-D
Backbone Curve

5

-2.5

-1.5

-0.5

0.5

1.5

2.5

-400
-3.5

3.5

-2.5

-1.5

-0.5

0.5

1.5

2.5

3.5

Drift (%)

Drift (%)

4
Damage Controlled Rocking Piers:
Multi-performance low damage
Ferrari 2020 - prototype
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Damage Controlled Rocking Piers:
Multi-performance low damage

4

4.1
m
Ø1
m
7m

2.6
m

0.9
m

Multi-level Hierarchical activation of devices/technologies

Damage Controlled Rocking Piers:
Multi-performance low damage

Ø1
m

≈ 1:1 for a
single lane NZ
bridge!
2/3 scale for
two lane NZ
highway
bridge

4

Ø1
m

Lower Mason Bridge,
Waiau

20
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Damage Controlled Rocking Piers:
Multi-performance low damage

4

Structural
Engineering
Laboratory

Damage Controlled Rocking Piers:
Multi-performance low damage

4

4.37%
drift
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Damage Controlled Rocking Piers:
Multi-performance low damage

4

4.37%
drift

3
The Wigram-Magdala Bridge Link, Christchurch, NZ

22
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The Wigram-Magdala Bridge
Link, Christchurch, NZ

3

Designer: Opus International Consultants supported by UoC
Owner: Christchurch City Council
Opened: July 2016

Site Location

Courtesy of Jeremy Kelleher (Dec, 2016)

The Wigram-Magdala Bridge
Link, Christchurch, NZ

3

Canterbury Bridge Group launched in
2011, more than 20 seminars and at
least 10 Lab tours for the Industry

The “Ferrari” of Bridges

23
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Case Study
The Wigram-Magdala
Wigram Magdala Bridge

Bridge
Link, Christchurch, NZ

3

Bridge General Arrangement

Unusual Design Constraints:
• Transition from Square to Skewed to fit existing road alignment
• Pier foundations constructed in advance
• Change to NZTA Bridge Manual
Curletts Rd IL2 → IL3

Case Study
The Wigram-Magdala
Wigram Magdala Bridge

Bridge
Link, Christchurch, NZ

3

Dissipator detailing
Post-tensioned Macalloy bar
Steel cased column
Dissipater anchorage
Steel base plate

In-situ headstock

Grooved dissipater

1500mm dia.
cased column

Dissipater anchorage

Concrete plinth

DCR
connections

Macalloy anchorage

24
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Case Study
The Wigram-Magdala
Wigram Magdala Bridge

Bridge
Link, Christchurch, NZ

3

Dissipator detailing

The Wigram-Magdala Bridge
Link, Christchurch, NZ

3

Low-Damage Detailing

25
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The Wigram-Magdala Bridge
Link, Christchurch, NZ

3

Low-Damage Detailing

The Wigram-Magdala Bridge
Link, Christchurch, NZ

3

Low-Damage Detailing

26
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The Wigram-Magdala Bridge
Link, Christchurch, NZ

3

Completed in July 2016!

2
A Design Shift for Repairability

27
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A Design Shift for Repairability

2

Current Design Ductility
In the NZTA Bridge Manual the allowable ductility is defined by:
– Robustness of the structural
form
– Redundancy of the system
– Predictability of behavior
– Reparability?
μ = ???
NZTA Bridge Manual 3rd edition (Figure 5.3)

Preliminary Draft BM limits ductility to 4 rather than 6 (for reasons associated with monolithic connections)

A Design Shift for Repairability

2

Damage Control Limit State (ULS) is redundant for DCR connections

Can we design for higher ductility at Maximum
Credible Earthquake (MCE)?

Plastic hinge damage after Kaikoura EQ

DCR specimen after testing up to 4.375% drift

28
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A Design Shift for Repairability

2

Currently required to design to the Damage Control Limit State
Repairable level of damage

Design to CALS

Concrete Degradation
d
et
ing
iel
ns
Y
all
l
go
Sp
ee
lin
St
k
c
Bu

Dissipater yield

DCLS is redundant for DCR
connections!!

PT Yield/ Dissipater strain
limit/ P-Delta/
Superstructure
limitations

A Design Shift for Repairability

2

A paradox…
Designing bridges with

low
damage details for a
smaller earthquake will
ultimately lead to a
more resilient road network

at lower cost.
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1
African Proverb

1
If you want to go fast ... go alone!
If you want to go far ... go together!
(African Proverb)

30
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How far are we?
National/International
Implementation in
Standards
Show case
Implementation
Wigram-Magdala

5

4

6
7
8

3

2
1
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What next?

‘Speed of Construction, Ultra High Performance Concrete, PostEarthquake Reparability: SUPER bridges, towards long-term
resilience based design’. A. Palermo & J. Walraven –WIBE-FERB
award.

Eco Rubber Soil - Foundation
System for low-rise residential
(Smart Ideas MBIE New Zealand.
funds:$ 1 Million) P.I: Dr. G.
Chiaro; Co-PI: Prof. A. Palermo.

Carbon composite
bars
Composite bars
Stainless steel
dissipators, or SMA

Reduction of 40% of
material!

32
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IABSE Congress
AUGUST 31 – SEPTEMBER 4, 2020 CHRISTCHURCH, NEW ZEALAND

SAVE THE DATE!!

Resilient technologies for
Sustainable Infrastructures

Acknowledgments
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Structural Earthquake Engineering (B4)

Anti-catastrophe oriented seismic design for community
resilience

Riki Honda

1st NZ-Japan Joint Symposium on
Structural and Geotechnical Earthquake Engineering
2018/Nov/27 @University of Canterbury, New Zealnd

Anti-Catastrophe oriented Seismic Design
for Community Resilience
Riki Honda
(University of Tokyo)

INTRODUCTION

2

Background
• Resilience has been discussed for several decades.
(Bruneau et al. 2003, Boin & McConnel,2007, etc.)
• In Japan, The 2011 Tohoku Earthquake triggered the
discussion for Resilience.
• Design of infrastructures to consider when they are
exposed to unexpected external force. (Takewaki,
2012, etc.)
– Especially for coastal
structures, nuclear
power plant and urban
planning. (Bocchini
et al.,2013, etc.)

• → Discussion of
“Anti-Catastrophe”
by JSCE et al.

3

Community Resilience

A guide to community resilience (NIST)

4

Operation Comb (2011 Tohoku EQ.)
• In Tohoku EQ, more than half of
1,500 bridges under the Ministry’s
charge suffered damage.
• Government (MLIT) recovered road
access to the severely damaged area
in four days, which enabled further
various support activities.
• Success factors of Operation Comb

– [Limited damage] Retrofit of bridges
prevented un-recoverable damage.
– [Resources] Local construction
companies devoted their resources.
– [Management] Quick and clear
decision about the rehabilitation
strategy.

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/publicroads/12mayjune/04.cfm

5

•
•
•
•
•

Resilience (Bruneau, 2003)
Reliability,
Robustness,
Rapidity,
Resourceful
– having great resources richly endowed
– fertile in devising ways and means
• having the ability to find quick and clever ways to
overcome difficulties.
6

ANTI-CATASTROPHE

7

“Anti-Catastrophe” (AC)
• The capacity of structures to prevent
catastrophic situation (as the single structure or
the system of varies structures), even when it is
exposed to the condition that is not considered
in the conventional design*.
– * Conventional design requires a procedure to verify
the response of the structure against the specified
external force is within the prescribed range.

• Similar to “failsafe” or “robustness” but AC is
more recovery-oriented, assuming damaged
situation, and considering social context.
8

What is AC-oriented Design?
• Infrastructure can trigger social resilience.

– Once damaged infrastructure resume service, various
recovery activities follow.
– We need to discuss the role of infrastructure in the context
of interaction with the society.

• AC-oriented design is not a new concept.

– Skillful engineers would take it for granted.
– However, if it is based on the responsibility of engineers
(designers), the risk and duty of accountability is not small.

• AC-oriented design should be explicitly institutionalized.
– AC-property of infrastructure is for what should NOT occur.
We need reasoning for justification.
– Legal and theoretical foundation to encourage engineers
to exploit their full knowledge for good design
9

Is it not Resilience-based Engineering?
• Yes and No.
• Resilience-based Engineering has been gaining
attention of engineers and researchers.

– The main interest is more strong performance and efficient
recovery.
• e.g. ASCE J. Struct. Eng. Vol 142, No.8, Special issue
"Resilience-Based Analysis and Design of Structures and
Infrastructure Systems"

• AC-oriented Design shares a lot with RBE but pays
more attention to :
• What if what should not happen would happen?

– Preparation not only for large external force, but also for
large uncertainty.
10

Extension of Scope
• The “anti-catastrophe” requires to consider the
aspects that were not explicitly discussed in the
conventional design, extending the scope of
seismic design in three axes:
• Time
– Moment of damage, rapid recovery, and the longterm view for recovery, etc.

• Domain

– Function in various scales: device, structural system,
regional network, and the whole society.

• Phase

– Unexpected situation induced by the disaster should
be considered for various time and domain (spatial)
scales.
11

It is not especially innovative new concept

EXAMPLES IN STRUCTURAL DESIGN
by courtesy of Dr. Nozu
12

Unseating prevention device

Unseating prevention device at Ono Bridge, Miyagi
Prefecture, Japan, after the July 26, 2003, Northern Miyagi
Prefecture earthquake

13

Unseating prevention device

Unseating prevention
device at Kiyamagawa
Bridge, Kumamoto
Prefecture, Japan,
before (top) and after
(bottom) the April 16,
2016, Kumamoto
earthquake

14

Dead weight support mechanism
RTRI: Railway Technical Research Institute

-

The blue columns
can resist the level 2
ground motion.

-

The dead weight
compensation
columns (red) bear
the vertical forces
and are free from the
horizontal forces due
to the inertia force
acting on the slab.

15

Control of the direction of collapse
RTRI: Railway Technical Research Institute

Controlling the direction of collapse may contribute to:
(A) protection of lives, (B) emergency transportation
access, and (C) space for restoration activities, etc.

16

DESIGN FRAMEWORK

17

Design Stages
• Design framework based on performance-based design approach.

1. Performance Definition

– Target performance that represents the function of the
structure considering both physical and social conditions.

2. Situation Setup

– Virtual conditions for Stress Test, assuming extremely strong
input motion or target damage scenario.

3. Basic Design

– Fundamental concept of the design decides macroscopic
parameters: structural types, level of robustness, location
avoiding hazardous sites, etc.

4. Detail Design

– Employment of recent scientific knowledge and advanced
technologies. Avoid over-use.

5. Verification & Validation

– To confirm the whole process is properly evaluated and the
defined performance can be assured.

18

Performance Definition
• Performance should be determined considering
scenario:

– How it will be damaged, recovered, and contribute to
the recovery. What function is required for those
purposes?
1. Extension of scope in time, domain and phase.
2. Physical condition: seismic hazard, ground condition,
etc.
3. Social condition: regional disaster management
plan, availability of resources, such as heavy
machines and construction companies etc.

• Defined performance should be understood and
agreed by the society.
19

Situation Setup
• To determine design conditions for stress test by
either of
1. Damaged scenario

– Even if accurate information of expected earthquake is
not available, counter measure can be discussed for
possible damage scenario.
• e.g. Assuming damage in supports does not require precise
input ground motion.

2. Input ground motion

– Strong motion simulation assuming very intense
earthquakes.

• Virtual input motion, exceeding the one specified in the
code, can be assumed.
20

Basic / Detail Design
• Basic design
• Fundamental concept of the design decides macroscopic
design concept.
– Structural types, level of external force, alignment of
roads, etc.

• Detail design
• It is essential to use the most advanced technologies and
methods;
– Even if they are not authorized, scientific discussion,
theoretical or experimental verification should suffice.
• Do not overuse.
– Inappropriate specification may lead to the loss of trust.
21

Verification and Validation
• To confirm that the defined performance can be
assured.

• Verification

– Each stage is properly evaluated.

• Validation

– All the process is logically and rationally consistent
with the initially defined Performance.

• If you read ''Performance Definition'', you can
understand the performance of the structure
when severe disasters occur.
22

FOR IMPLEMENTATION AS DESIGN
CODES
23

Category for AC-oriented Design
• AC-oriented design is different from conventional
(current) design in considering:
– virtual situations beyond what is defined in the
conventional design.
– social context, such as expected roles and various
available resources in the situation after the disaster.

• Consistency with current seismic design

– New concept should not conflict current design
methods, which had been used for existing structures.

• AC-oriented design should not be treated as just
an another level of current design framework. 24

Design Category
• Design category for AC-oriented design should be set independent
from conventional design framework.
• Framework of AC-oriented design should be carefully defined,
because it may cause conflict with current design scheme.
– Some AC-oriented technologies are already implemented in the
current seismic design.

Design
Framework

Conventional Design
Level 1

Level 2

AC-oriented
Design

Safety
Performance

Recoverability

AntiCatastrophe

Serviceability
25

TECHNICAL ISSUES

26

Analysis of severely damaged structures
• Methodologies to estimate the performance
of the structural behavior after the damage
should be developed.
– Both numerical analysis and experimental
methodologies are required.

It is difficult to estimate the performance
of the damaged structure. (Damaged
piers after 2011 Tohoku EQ. Photo by
Prof. Takahashi, Kyoto Universit.)

27

Phase-based design scheme
• To define the phase by simplification of the
damage mechanism. (Liu & Honda 2018)
• Target structure

– Sliding bridge piers (Akiyama, et al., 2018)
– Designed in the aim of enhancing the anti-seismic
resistance of earthquake on the RC pier of bridge.

Photos by Seto et al. 2018

28

Damage modes
• Phases are defined using damage modes.

– Since the displacement of the structure is huge, solid body
simulation by Open Dynamics Engine (Russell, 2011) was utilized to
analyze structural behavior.

• Three damage modes are identified.

– Mode 1: the bridge girder is damaged but stays on the pier.
– Modes 2 and 3: the girder drops and leads to total collapse.

Mode 1: Stay

Mode 2: Translation

Mode 3: Drop

The oscillator falls on the base
structure

The oscillator falls from the base
structure while translating

The oscillator falls from the base
structure while rotating

29

Phase definition and design parameters
• Occurrence frequency of each damage mode is estimated,
assuming fluctuation in various parameters.
• The design parameters are determined in the acceptable range.
• NOTE: This process does not estimate the real probability of
accidents.
All damage
Drop
Translation
Stay

Accidental probability

Decomposition of the accidental probability of alpha
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

0

1

2

Multiplications of original value
alphaR

3

4

5

6

7

acceptable range
drop

stay

translation
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RISK GOVERNANCE FOR SOCIAL
RESILIENCE
31

Resilience of the Society
• Resilience can be defined as:

– the intrinsic ability of a system to adjust its functioning
prior to, during, or following changes and disturbances.
('Resilience Engineering', Hollnagel, 2007)

• It requires acceptance of risk:

– AC-oriented design assumes severe damage of structures.
Meta concept behind the “risk” must be accepted and
responsibility should be shared by the society.

• In the AC-oriented design, risk information should not
scare the society, but encourage them to take action.
– It requires risk governance.

32

IRGC scheme for Risk Governance

Framework by
International Risk
Governance Council
(IRGC)
https://irgc.org/

33

Risk Governance
• Procedure following the framework by
International Risk Governance Council (IRGC)

– Pre-assessment: How the society perceives the risk of
infrastructure damage by rare events, residual risk, etc.
– Appraisal : How the society is concerned about the
damage assumed in AC-oriented design.
– Characterization and evaluation: What AC-oriented
design can do to reduce the risk; It is tolerable or
intolerable?
– Management: To maintain trust from the society, it is
essential to efficiently implement AC-oriented design.
– Communication: To make the public understand the
risk and share the responsibility.
34

Design bridging society and engineers
Society

Performance Definition

Situation Setup
Conceptual Design
Structural Design

Verification & Validation

Professional Engineers

Society and engineers can share the information
and understanding of the seismic performance

– Collaboration with the society
•

To share the risk and responsibility with the
society.

•

We must know how the society interprets the
risk information.

– Advanced design methods
•

To encourage engineers to design based on
scientific knowledge and technologies.

•

We must know what conditions enable it.

– Appropriate application
•

To share the risk and responsibility with
engineers and researchers.

•

Inspection by the third party.

35

Summary
• Infrastructure is essential for community resilience
– It can trigger social resilience.

• “Anti-catastrophe” concept is presented.
– more social than robustness.

• Framework of AC-oriented design method

– Five-stage design framework
– Implementation may require further discussion.

• New methodologies are required.
– e.g. Phase-based design scheme

• Risk governance is essential for community resilience
– Risk governance to be accepted by the society.

• Thank you for your kind attention.
• A lot more to do. We would like to invite you to join our
discussion.
36
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Geotechnical Earthquake Engineering (C1)

Scrutiny of simplified liquefaction triggering procedures using
liquefaction observations from historical New Zealand
earthquakes

Sjoerd Van Ballegooy

Scrutiny of Simplified Liquefaction Triggering Procedures Using
Liquefaction Observations From Historical New Zealand Earthquakes
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New Zealand Liquefaction Observation Database
1929 Murchison M7.3
& 1968 Inangahua
M7.4

1929 Murchison M7.3
& 1968 Inangahua
M7.4

1987 Edgecumbe M6.5

1929 Murchison M7.3
& 1968 Inangahua
M7.4

Christchurch

1931 Napier M7.8

2010-2011
Canterbury
Earthquake
Sequence
M4.8 to M7.1

2016 Kaikoura M7.8
2016 Kaikoura M7.8

Outline

• Development of the New Zealand Liquefaction Observation
Database
https://projectorbit.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=140265d6f
8754f28851c92dee5491c9a

• Development of CPT liquefaction prediction procedures
• Comparison of predictions with observations
• Scrutiny of the CPT liquefaction prediction procedures
• Preliminary conclusions

2010 – 2011 Canterbury Earthquake Sequence

Liquefaction Land
Damage for the
Largest CES Events

2010 – 2011 Canterbury Earthquake Sequence
Christchurch

2010-2011 Canterbury
Earthquake Sequence
M4.8 to M7.1

2016 Kaikoura Earthquake

2010 – 2011 Canterbury Earthquake Sequence
Christchurch

Blenheim

2016 Kaikoura M7.8

2010-2011 Canterbury
Earthquake Sequence
M4.8 to M7.1

Kaikoura

2016 Kaikoura M7.8

Development of the New Zealand Liquefaction
Observation Database

Development of the New Zealand Liquefaction
Observation Database
Digitised Locations of Liquefaction Observations Specifically from the 1968
Inangahua Earthquake
(database entry example of a mapped liquefaction feature)

New Zealand Liquefaction Observation Database
1929 Murchison M7.3
& 1968 Inangahua
M7.4

1929 Murchison M7.3
& 1968 Inangahua
M7.4

1987 Edgecumbe M6.5

1929 Murchison M7.3
& 1968 Inangahua
M7.4

Christchurch

1931 Napier M7.8

2010-2011
Canterbury
Earthquake
Sequence
M4.8 to M7.1

2016 Kaikoura M7.8
2016 Kaikoura M7.8

Development of the CPT Simplified Assessment
Procedures

Identify critical layer from each case history

Development of the CPT Simplified Assessment
Procedures

Sites that liquefied

Sites that did not liquefy

Application of the Simplified CPT Liquefaction Triggering
Assessment Process
Geotechnical
Investigation Data
(45,000 CPT
across NZ)

Liquefaction
Triggering
Assessment

Limitation of the Simplified CPT Liquefaction Triggering
Assessment Process
Geotechnical
Investigation Data
(45,000 CPT
across NZ)

Liquefaction
Triggering
Assessment

1. Disassemble a system (complex stratigraphy)
2. Develop an empirical model for an individual
layer (critical layer)
3. Forward apply the empirical model to each
individual layer
4. Assemble the results of the individual layers
Predicted response
of the sum of
individual layers

=

Response of the
soil stratigraphy
system

Comparison of Predictions with Observations
4 September 2010 MW 7.1 Darfield Earthquake

(a)
Observed
Liquefaction

(b)
Predicted
Liquefaction

Study Sites

Comparison of Predictions with Observations
22 February 2011 MW 6.3 Christchurch Earthquake

(a)
Observed
Liquefaction

(b)
Predicted
Liquefaction

Study Sites

Comparison of Predictions with Observations
14 February 2016 MW 5.7 Earthquake

(a)
Observed
Liquefaction

(b)
Predicted
Liquefaction

Study Sites

Comparison of the CPT profiles of sites where ground surface manifestation
did and did not occur grouped by PGAMw6.0 bands

0

0

PGA < 0.2g

PGA = 0.2 to 0.3g

PGA = 0.3 to 0.4g

PGA > 0.4g
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4

Framework for comparing simplified CPT-based
predictions with observations

Correct
Prediction
Incorrect
Prediction

Surface Manifestation of
Liquefaction Occurred

No Surface Manifestation
of Liquefaction Occurred

True Positive
LSNPL= 50% > 10

True Negative
LSNPL= 50% < 10

False Negative
(under-prediction)
LSNPL= 50% < 10

False Positive
(over-prediction)
LSNPL= 50% > 10

Efficacy of the simplified CPT-based predictions with
observations at different levels of earthquake shaking
for the 55 sites
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CPT profiles of sites with “True Positive” predictions in PGAMw6.0 bands
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CPT profiles of sites with “True Negative” predictions in PGAMw6.0 bands
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CPT profiles of sites with “False Negative” predictions in PGAMw6.0 bands
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CPT profiles of sites with “False Positive” predictions in PGAMw6.0 bands
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Comparison of CPT profiles of sites with “True Positive”, “True Negative”,
“False Negative” and “False Positive” predictions at PGAMw6.0 0.2 to 0.3g
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CPT profiles of sites with
“True Positive” and “False Positive” predictions across NZ
1987 Edgecumbe

2016 Kaikoura

PGA = 0.2 to 0.3g

2010-2011 CES

False Positive (over-prediction).

True Positive. PGA = 0.2 to 0.3g

1987 Edgecumbe

2010-2011 CES

2016 Kaikoura

Conclusions
• The collation of geotechnical investigations in the NZGD and
liquefaction observations in GIS databases have been
immensely useful for scrutiny of the liquefaction prediction
methods
• Typical soil profile characteristics of soils where liquefaction
manifestation was observed comprise thick deposits of sand
with CPT IC values less than 1.8
• Typical soil profile characteristics of soils where liquefaction
manifestation did not occur comprise highly stratified
interlayered sands and silts and clays
• The simplified CPT procedures have a high rate of mispredictions. The rate of mis-prediction is highest at 0.2 to 0.4g
and reduces at lower and higher PGA
Predicted response of the
sum of individual layers

=

Response of the soil
stratigraphy system

Conclusions
Preliminary conclusions regarding the efficacy of simplified CPT-based
liquefaction manifestation predictions

Correct Prediction

Incorrect Prediction

Surface Manifestation of
Liquefaction Occurred

No Surface Manifestation
of Liquefaction Occurred

True Positive
Shallow layers of thick, lower
density clean sands
(IC < 1.8 to 2.0)

True Negative
Thick crust of non-liquefaction
susceptible soil
(IC > 2.4 to 2.6)
or higher density sand

False Negative

False Positive

(under-prediction)

(over-prediction)

Thick layers of clean sands
(IC < 1.8 to 2.0)
with variable relative density

Highly Interlayered sand and
silt deposits in the top 5m

Predicted response of the
sum of individual layers

=

Response of the soil
stratigraphy system

Next Steps in the Research

• Expand the historical earthquake case history dataset
• Further examination of the CPT profiles of sites with “False Positive”,
“True Positive”, “True Negative” and “False Negative” predictions in
other NZ areas where liquefaction occurred in historic earthquake to
better understand the efficacy of the prediction models
• Examine the efficacy of the simplified CPT prediction methods as a
function of MW
• Incorporate soil profile system effects into the simplified CPT
prediction methods
• Machine based learning using the existing datasets to predict
liquefaction

Geotechnical Earthquake Engineering (C2)

Discussion on the appropriateness of model parameters for
liquefaction analysis for PBD

Koji Ichii

The 1st NZ-Japan joint symposium on
Structural and Geotechnical Earthquake Engineering

Discussion on the Appropriateness of
Model Parameters
for Liquefaction Analysis for PBD

Since the shaking (ground motion) is so strong,
we need to admit that
it is difficult to be ‘No damage’.
We should permit the occurrence of a certain kind/level
of damage to some structures.

But we need to be able to explain,
why we can permit the damage.
Koji ICHII
Professor at Faculty of Societal Safety Science
Kansai University, Japan

Vertical Displacement 1.5m

We need to know what will happen.
We need to know the performance of the structure

FEM is good enough for design practice

+4.0m
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FEM can work
very well
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So, PBD
is now utilized
in practice.

Observation

Anticipated deformation
should be compared
with permissible values.
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CASE-1
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Limiting Curve
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Input Peak Acceleration (g)
(a) Residual horizontal displacement
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This idea of PBD is summarized in ISO23469

For example, the Process of Seismic Design:
in detail, for quay wall, in Japan
Set the input motion (reference earthquake motion)
Given for each port
Check the possibility of liquefaction
1D analysis
Obtain “seismic coefficient”
Propose the cross section
Propose empirically

However, PBD is not fully utilized in seismic design codes.

Performance
objective and
Performance
criteria

Evaluate the performance
2D FEM analysis
OK?

Improvement

No

yes
End

For example, the Process of Seismic Design:
in detail, for quay wall, in Japan
Set the input motion (reference earthquake motion)
Given for each port
Check the possibility of liquefaction
1D analysis
Obtain “seismic coefficient”

Conservative people VS New generation
Uniform
Site to site
Set the input motion (reference earthquake motion)
input is
difference
preferable
considered
Experience of
In-situ
SPT N values
Check the possibility of liquefaction
sampling
is good
preferable
No big error
in calculation
by simple method

Propose the cross section
Propose empirically
Performance
objective and
Performance
criteria

We can skip the 2D
Evaluate the performance
analysis for some cases
2D FEM analysis
Improvement
if the seismic coefficient
OK?
yes
End

method is properly
No
adopted.

Obtain “seismic coefficient”
Propose the cross section
Propose empirically

Performance
objective and
Performance
criteria

Evaluate the performance
2D FEM analysis
OK?

Variety of possible
damage pattern
considered
Improvement

No

yes
End

2

Conservative people VS New generation
on model parameters

Preference of New generation

Uniform
Site to site
Set the input motion (reference earthquake motion)
input is
difference
preferable
considered
Experience of
In-situ
SPT N values
Check the possibility of liquefaction
sampling
is good
preferable
No big error
in calculation
by simple method

Obtain “seismic coefficient”
Propose the cross section
Propose empirically
Evaluate the performance
2D FEM analysis

Performance
objective and
Performance
criteria

OK?
Two

Backfill Sand
for Replacing
Clay Layer

Variety of possible
damage pattern
considered
Improvement
(Unit : m)

No

different ways of
yes
model
parameter calibration

Detailed in-situ investigation of the soil….for Parameters

End

For example, parameters in FLIP-Rose program
and method of setting
Type

Summary of parameters for dilatancy

Paramters

Physical

ρｔ

Density

property

ｎ

porosity

Dynamic

σｍａ'

Effective confining stress for Ｇｍａ，Ｋｍａ （reference value）

Property for φｐ'

Phase transformation angle

property

Ｇｍａ

Initial shear stiffness （at σｍ' = σｍａ'）

liquefaction

ｗ１

Parameter for dilatancy in general

Ｋｍａ

Bulk modulus （at σｍ' = σｍａ'）

(dilatancy)

ｐ１

Parameter for dilatancy in the first half

ｍＧ

Dependency of confining effective stress for Ｇ０

ｐ２

Parameter for dilatancy in the second half

ｍＫ

Dependency of confining effective stress for Ｋ０

ｃ１

Parameter for the threshold stress level for liquefaction

φｆ'

Friction angle

Ｓ１

Parameter for the limit status in liquefaction

Ｃ

Cohesion

ｈｍａｘ

Maximum value of hysteresis damping ratio

Ｇ０= Ｇｍａ(σｍ'/σｍａ')

Laboratory test of in-situ sample

mG

Laboratory test of
in-situ sample

Type

In-situ
PS logging
Usually
assume
as 0.5

Ｋ０= Ｋｍａ(σｍ'/σｍａ')

Parameters

Sus

mK

Parameter for steady states: after ver.7.1.3

From simulations (parametric study)
of laboratory test results
using in-situ samples
(element test simulation)
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 d   r

Liquefaction test:
i.e. tri-axial cyclic shear test

Simulation of the element test

r

1.5

1.0

1.0

σa-σr(kgf/cm2)

σa-σr(kgf/cm2)

2.0
1.5

0.5
0.0
-0.5

-8.0

-6.0

-4.0

-2.0

0.0

0.0
-0.5

Consolidated,…

-1.0

-1.0

then, apply shear

-1.5

-1.5
-10.0

0.5

2.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

10.0

-2.0

0.0

0.5

1.0

p'(kgf/cm2)

1.5

2.0

Modeling of simple shear is easier than the modeling of tri-axial test…

εa(%)
(a) Test results

Simulation of the element test:
Trial and error with changing parameters

Then, what’s conservative people afraid of?
 d   r

r
Maybe the sample is disturbed.
Maybe, 2D modeling is
not same with 3D.
Maybe, the level of agreement
depends on engineers.

4

The behavior of engineers are not the same.
That’s true.

So, what I have tried is as follows.
1) Parameter calibration for analysis by several engineers.

Appropriate usage of
design standard

Difference in calibrated parameters.
2) Parametric studies of structure using various parameter set.

Skills and technical abilities
as a practical engineer

Difference in calculated results in real cases.

Basics in seismic design
(Knowledge and understandings)

3) Propose a method (an index) to minimize the difference.

Recognition of the design
as an impact to society

Are you good enough
like him?

The image of
good earthquake engineer.
(Tanaka and Saeki, 2004).

1) Parameter calibration for analysis
by several engineers.

This is still in a trial phase,
but important for next stage of design criteria
Note: Section 1) and 2) were done with Dr.Mikami (Mikami, Ichii, Uemura and Nishina, 2009)
Section 3) were done with Mr.Murakami (Ichii and Murakami, 2016)

1) Parameter calibration for analysis
by several engineers.

Basic data was given.
Soil classification
N-value

0.6

0.6

Site 2

11.10-12.10m

7.00-7.80m

Fine sand

Fine sand

17

17

t

Wet density

1.75g/cm3

1.90g/cm3

 ’v

Overburden pressure

120kN/m2

80 kN/m2

VP

Velocity of P-wave

1410m/s

1410m/s

VS

Velocity of S-wave

152m/s

206m/s

Fc

Fine fraction content

10%

7%

D50

Mean grain size

0.29mm

0.36mm

RL20

Liquefaction strength

0.209

0.299

Site 1

Only the difference on
the parameter for
liquefaction resistance
(dilatancy)
was focused.
FEM program FLIP
(Iai et al., 1990)
was used.

Although a specific program FLIP was used here,
the methodology can be applied for other programs.
And maybe the results are almost same, I suppose.

Cyclic shear stress ratio, d/2'c

Site 1

Site 2

DA=1%
DA=2%
DA=5%

0.5

Cyclic shear stress ratio, d/2'c

Practice of new research
result and new technique.

0.4
0.3
0.209
0.2
0.1

DA=1%
DA=2%
DA=5%

0.5
0.4
0.299
0.3
0.2
0.1
20

20
0.0

0.0
0.1

1

10

100

Number of cycles, Nc

1000

0.1

1

10

100

1000

Number of cycles, Nc

Two different test data. Liquefaction resistance curves.
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Site 1

1) Parameter calibration for analysis
by several engineers.

DA=1%
DA=2%
DA=5%

Target

0.5
0.4

No.

f 'P

S1

w1

p1

p2

c1

1-1

28

0.005

10.10

0.500

0.86

2.09

0.2

1-2
1-3

28
28

0.005
0.005

8.50
16.35

0.500
0.500

0.80
0.85

2.08
1.00

0.1

1-4
1-5

28
28

0.005
0.005

12.50
10.00

0.400
0.505

1.00
0.90

2.15
2.09

1-6
1-7

28
28

0.005
0.005

5.00
8.33

0.500
0.500

0.85
0.70

2.13
2.06

1-8
2-1

28
28

0.005
0.005

6.70
17.00

0.550
0.500

0.55
0.87

2.06
3.05

2-2
2-3

28
28

0.005
0.005

8.00
22.37

0.500
0.500

0.53
0.85

3.15
1.30

2-4
2-5

28
28

0.005
0.005

11.00
17.30

0.650
0.500

0.60
0.89

2.90
3.05

2-6
2-7

28
30

0.005
0.005

14.50
11.30

0.500
0.650

0.85
0.50

3.07
2.96

2-8
2-9

28
28

0.005
0.005

5.50
10.00

0.400
0.500

0.50
0.52

3.28
3.05

2-10

28

0.005

0.17

0.500

0.25

1.00

0.3
0.209

20
0.0
0.1

1

10

100

1000

Number of cycles, Nc

0.4

0.2

0.1

0.0

が小さくなると fp
WithΦpsmaller

0.3

c

c

が小さくなると w
Withw₁smaller
1

0.3

0.4

Cyclic繰返し振幅応力比
stress ratio
t/' CSR

t/' CSR
Cyclic繰返し振幅応力比
stress ratio

c

t/' CSR
Cyclic繰返し振幅応力比
stress ratio

0.4

0.2

0.1

0.0
1

10

100

1

10

0.3

C₁が大きくなると
With
larger c1
0.2

0.1

0.0

100

1

Number of繰返し載荷回数
loadingN cycles N

Number of繰返し載荷回数
loadingN cycles N

10

100

繰返し載荷回数 N
Number of
loading cycles N

Parameter fitting results
(liquefaction resistance curves)
Cyclic shear stress ratio, d/2'c

Site 1

DA=5%

0.3

0.209

0.2

0.1

Site 2

2-1
2-2
2-3
2-4
2-5
2-6
2-7
2-8
2-9
2-10
exp.

DA=5%

0.4

0.299

0.3

+10

10

20

100

Number of cycles, Nc

1000

Elevation(m)
標高 (m)

Scale横軸スケール00
(Horizontal)

0
-5

20 (m)
20
(m)

+10

Target
(horizontal displacement)
水平変位読取り位置

+5

Sea
海

ケーソン
Caisson

+5
+2
0

埋土
Backfill
(Liquefiable)
（液状化層）

-8
-10

Foundation
非液状化層
(Non-liquefiable)

-15

+5

-18
-20

-5

10

20

Some of them are well
Experienced engineer.

100

海
Sea

Scale横軸スケール00
(Horizontal)
ケ
ー
ソ
ン

Foundation rubbles
基礎捨石（非液状化層）

-15

置換土sand
Replaced
（液状化層）
(Liquefiable)

-20

-15

-25

-18
-20

-30

2020 (m)
(m)
+4
+2
0

Backfill
rubbles
(Non裏込石
liquefiable)
（非液状化層）

-10

(a) Caisson-type quay wall (A model)
1

8 engineers for site 1,
and 10 engineers for
site 2.

Target
(horizontal
displacement)
水平変位読取り位置
標高 (m)
Elevation(m)

0

-5

-8
-10

0.2
1

Please refer the original
paper (Iai et al., 1990)
for the meaning of each
parameters if necessary.

2) Parametric studies of structure (total 4 types)
using various parameter set.

0.5
Cyclic shear stress ratio, d/2'c

1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6
1-7
1-8
exp.

0.4

The set of calibrated
parameters.

Caisson

It’s a trial and error process, repeating
to succeed in simulation of element
tests.

0.6

Cyclic shear stress ratio, d/2'c

Image of the parameter
calibration (fitting) process

埋土
Backfill
（液状化層）
(Liquefiable)

-5
-10

(Non-liquefiable)

-15

Foundation
非液状化層
(Non-liquefiable)

-20
-25
-30

(b) Caisson-type quay wall (B model)

1000

Number of cycles, Nc
+10
+5

Do you think it good enough ?

Elevation(m)
標高 (m)

0
-5

Backfill
rubbles
裏込石
(Nonliquefiable)
（非液状化層）

Sea
海

-10

This curve is given by a strong conservative side consideration.
(For example, a detailed check in B-value in the test etc…)
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(c) Sheet pile quay wall
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液状化層
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10

+10
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0
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-15
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(d) Embankment
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加速度 (Gal)(Gal)
Acceleration

Total 3
different type of
input motions.

800

1995Kobe
GL-32m
年兵庫県南部地震
ポートアイランド
Impact 衝撃型：
type (1995
Earthquake at
Port Island GL-32m)
544Gal
最大加速度
Peak acceleration
544
Gal
NS方向
NS direction

Details of the analysis

0

FEM analysis program ‘FLIP’ was used (Iai et al., 1990).

Im

-800
0

5

10

15

20

25

加速度 (Gal)(Gal)
Acceleration

(sec)
時間 (sec.)
Time

For site 1,
8 parameter sets,
4 type of structure,
3 motions.

400
1968年十勝沖地震
Vibration type (1968振動型：
Tokachi-oki
at Hachinohe八戸波
Port)
210Gal
最大加速度210
Peak acceleration
Gal
NS方向
NS direction

0

All conditions including mesh were common except for the
material parameters for liquefiable layers.

Vi

-400
0

5

10

15

20

25

加速度 (Gal) (Gal)
Acceleration

(sec)
時間 (sec.)
Time

For site 2,
10 parameter sets,
4 type of structure,
3 motions.

Although this program FLIP has been improved several times,
an old version (ver.3.3) was used in this study.

200

Note some of the calculated result could be unrealistic
since these conditions are virtual situation.

Long duration
type (Estimated Tohnankai-Nankai
at Kainan)
長時間継続型：東南海・南海地震
想定波（海南地区）
Peak acceleration
Gal
108Gal
最大加速度108
NS direction
NS方向

0

LD
-200
0

50

100

150

200

(sec)
時間 (sec.)
Time

250

i.e. Not only the hysteresis damping, a small value of Rayleigh damping
(beta = 0.002 for caisson type quay wall A model and sheet pile quay wall,
beta = 0.001 for caisson type quay wall B model, and beta = 0.005 for
embankment) was applied.

Difference between site A and site B

Results of parametric studies
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Too complicated and difficult to find something.

2-10

2-9

2-8

2-7

2-6

2-5

2-4

2-3

2-2

2-1

1-8

1-7

1-6

1-5

0

○

△

□

●

▲

■

●

▲

■

●

▲

■

1:1

0.5:1

0.1:1

1
0.1
0.01
0.01

2

1-4

2-9

2-8

2-7

2-6

2-5

2-4

2-3

2-2

2-1

1-8

1-7

1-6

1-5

0
1-4

Embankment
盛土

調査地1
Site A

6

1-3

LD
長時間

2

1-3

0

1-2

衝撃型
Im
Vi
振動型

4

1-2

5

8
調査地2
Site B

Black:Max.
黒抜き：最大値
White:Min.
白抜き：最小値

パラメータセット
Parameter
Set No.

LD
長時間

10

1-1

調査地1
Site A

6

15

衝撃型
Im
Vi
振動型

パラメータセット
Parameter
Set No.

Sheet pile
矢板式岸壁

8

1-1

Residual
displacement
残留水平変位
(m) (m)
(Top of（前面矢板天端）
quay wall)

海側が
プラス

調査地2
Site
B

Black:Max.
黒抜き：最大値
White:Min.
白抜き：最小値

2-10

パラメータセット
Parameter
Set No.

調査地1
Site A

1-4

2-9

2-8

2-7

2-6

2-5

2-4

2-3

2-2

2-1

1-8

1-7

1-6

1-5

1-4

1-3

1-2

1-1

0.0

2-10

0.5

Caisson
B model
ケーソン式岸壁2

20

1-3

LD
長時間

1.0

海側が
プラス

1-2

衝撃型
Im
Vi
振動型

1-1

調査地2
Site B

Black:Max.
黒抜き：最大値
White:Min.
白抜き：最小値

残留水平変位
(m) (m)
Residual
displacement
（ケーソン天端前面）
(Top of
Caisson wall)

Caisson
A model
1
ケーソン式岸壁

(m)(m)
Residual残留沈下量
settlement
(Center （盛土天端中央）
of the crest)

調査地1
Site A

2-10

Residual
displacement (m)
残留水平変位 (m)
(Top of
Caisson wall)
（ケーソン天端前面）

1.5

残留変形量の平均値
Average
in residual
（調査地2）
deformation
(Site(m)
B)(m)

100
海側が
プラス

0.1

1

10

100

残留変形量の平均値
Average
in residual
（調査地1）
(m)A)(m)
deformation
(Site

We confirm the difference.
The amount of the difference rely on structure and motion types.
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Coefficient of variance in calculated results
3

CASE-3

2

CASE-2
CASE-1

1.5
1

1

0.5
0

0

Limiting Curve
0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

100

0.3

0.209

0.2

DA=5%

0.4

0.299

0.3

Dr50%

0.2

0.1

Approximation
line (strain 0.75%)
液状化試験の近似曲線(ひずみ0.75%)
Test
result (strain 0.75%)
液状化試験結果(ひずみ0.75%)

0.0
1

10

0.4
0.3
0.2

Test
result (strain 0.75%)
液状化試験(ひずみ0.75%)

0.0
1

10

20

100

Number of loading cycles N

One of the idea is
a utilization of parameter-fitting-level index.

100

1000

Dr80% 応力制御

0.6
Dr=80%

1000

Number of cycles, Nc

10

繰返し載荷回数
N
Number of
loading cycles
N

繰返し載荷回数 N

Dr=50%

1

Approximation
line (0.75%)
液状化試験の近似曲線(ひずみ0.75%)

0.1

100

0.5

0.3

c

1000

Dr=80%

0.5

c

100

100

Dr80% 応力制御

Dr=50%

Cyclic
stress ratio CSR
繰返し振幅応力比 t/'

20

10

Nukui et al., 2005

応力制御

0.3

0.4

10

1

0.6

0.2
Number of cycles, Nc

0.1

Average
of residual deformation
(m) (m)
残留変形量の平均値

0.4

Dr50% 応力制御

0.1

0.01
0.01

Cyclic
stress ratio CSR
繰返し振幅応力比 t/'

DA=5%

Site 2

0.1

As the first step, we
approximate the liquefction
test results by using
2-1
2-2
2-3
2-4
2-5
2-6
2-7
2-8
2-9
2-10
exp.

0.5
Cyclic shear stress ratio, d/2'c

1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6
1-7
1-8
exp.

1

For safety
(1.0 m level),
covariance is almost 0.1.

3) How to mitigate these variance…
0.4

10

Site 衝撃型
Im 振動型
Vi 長時間
LD
調査地
A1
○
△
□
B2
●
▲
■
A1
○
△
□
●
▲
■
B2
A1
○
△
□
B2
●
▲
■
○
△
□
A1
●
▲
■
B2

c

10

Caisson
ケーソン式
model
岸壁1A
Caisson
ケーソン式
model
岸壁2B
Sheet
矢板式
Pile岸壁
Embank盛土
ment

Cyclic
stress ratio CSR
繰返し振幅応力比 t/'

1

繰返し振幅応力比 t/'c

0.1

For serviceability
(10~30 cm level),
covariance is almost 1.0.

Large variance for small deformation,
and small variance for large deformation.

1

0.6

Input Peak Acceleration (g)

0.1

Average
of residual deformation
(m) (m)
残留変形量の平均値

Cyclic shear stress ratio, d/2'c

CASE-4

2.5

Coefficient of variance
in residual deformation (m)

Site 衝撃型
Im 振動型
Vi 長時間
LD
調査地
A1
○
△
□
B2
●
▲
■
A1
○
△
□
B2
●
▲
■
A1
○
△
□
B2
●
▲
■
○
△
□
A1
●
▲
■
B2

残留変形量の変動係数

10

100

L1 level
L2 level
3.5 (Serviceability)
(Safety)

Cyclic stress ratio CSR

Coefficient of variance
in residual deformation (m)

残留変形量の変動係数

Caisson
ケーソン式
model
岸壁1A
Caisson
ケーソン式
model
岸壁2B
Sheet
矢板式
Pile岸壁
Embank盛土
ment

0.01
0.01

Site 1

Coefficient of variance in calculated results
4

100

0.2

0.1

Approximation line (3.75%)
液状化試験の近似曲線(ひずみ3.75%)
Test result (strain 3.75%)
液状化試験(ひずみ3.75%)

0.0
1

10
N
Number 繰返し載荷回数
of loading cycles
N

100

0.4
0.3
0.2
Approximation
line (3.75%)
液状化試験の近似曲線(ひずみ3.75%)

0.1

Test
result (strain 3.75%)
液状化試験(ひずみ3.75%)

0.0
1

10

100

1000

N
繰返し載荷回数
Number of
loading cycles
N
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E
)  100
A

K  (1 

(For A > E)

K 0

Computed results

NS

0

Computed results

5

10

15

20

Time (sec.)

600
300
0
-300
-600
0

Cyclic stress ratio CSR

Cyclic stress ratio CSR

600
300
0
-300
-600

UD
Acc. (Gal.)

(For A < E)

Trial
parametric study
with
caisson wall case

Acc. (Gal.)

Then, we difine
the fitting level index: K as

5

10

15

20

Time (sec.)

Settlement

Horizontal
displacement

Top of
the caisson

Number of loading cycles N

Number of loading cycles N

As the first step, we define the area as 10 cycles of loading to
100 cycles of loading.

φf

C₁

Case 1
99

8.43

28.5

2.21

98

6.58

26.7

2.17

95

8.43

28.5

2.04

92

7.52

26.7

1.84

89

12.04

28.5

1.40

86

9.14

26.7

1.32

0.3

98%

せん断応力比

W₁

0.4

Cyclic stress ratio CSR

Index(%)

Definition of error:

Dr50% ひずみ制御 ひずみ3.75%

Table 1. Parameter sets
with various level of fitting level indexes

0.2

92%

Target
A86%
B92%
C98%

0.1

0.0

86%

1

10

100

Number of loading
cycles N
繰り返し回数

Case 2
2.32

69

4.57

28.0

2.23

58

12.61

28.0

1.42

19

4.57

23.0

1.83

0

11.88

23.0

1.31

0

25.21

28.9

1.29

e

1.2

せん断応力比

28.9

Cyclic stress ratio CSR

7.56

Then, the error e at the case i can be defined as,

Dr80% ひずみ制御

1.5

87

the authors assumes the computed result of the case
with highest value of the proposed index as the most
probable value dm.

dm  di
 100
dm

0.9

0.6

58%

A0%

0.3

B58%

87%

C87%

0.0
1

where, di is the deformation at case i.

0%

Target

10

100

1000

繰り返し回数
Number of loading
cycles N
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We should focus on
these good fitting cases

Settlement
：沈下量の誤差

Dr50% ひずみ制御 ひずみ3.75%

Less than 90% in the index,
possible error is more than 100% !

Horizontal Disp.
：水平変位量の誤差

1000

Settlement
：沈下量の誤差

Horizontal Disp.
：水平変位量の誤差

0.4

0.3

98%
0.2

92%
Target
A86%
B92%
C98%

0.1

0.0
1

86%

10

100

Number 繰り返し回数
of loading cycles N

100
変形量の誤差(%)

10

Errors (%)

Errors (%)

変形量の誤差(%)

1000

Cyclicせん断応力比
stress ratio CSR

Analysis results

1

0.1
0

20

40
60
適合度(%)
Index (%)

80

100

Even for bad fitting, there are cases of good agreement.
…maybe, just lucky.

Summary of my trial

100

Estimate
(upper bound)

More than 95%
in the index,
Less than
10% error (!?)

10

1

0.1
88

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99 100

Index
(%)
適合度(%)

To use the idea of PBD in practice,
we need to discuss more and more. That’s true.

1) Parameter calibration for analysis by several engineers.
There is some difference in calibrated parameters.
2) Parametric studies of structure using various parameter set.
Some difference in calculated results are observed.
3) Propose a method (an index) to minimize the difference.
The possible difference of the computed result
can be estimated by the proposed index

Today’s my talk is just one possible topic of ISO23469 update.
(I know we need to think and discuss more and more)
But, let’s work together for possible ISO updates.
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Contents
• Landslides triggered
by the MW 7.8 14
November 2016
Kaikoura EQ

Ohau Point,
Kaikoura

2)

1)

• The post-EQ
response of the
slopes,
– Dams;
– Slopes; and
– Rivers.

2)

1)

• How we use this
information to
develop forecast
models
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The landslide inventory and published ground motion simulations

PGV* Holden et al. 2017)

N landslides > 25,000 (as of August 2018)
Version 2.0 of the distribution will be released soon

GNS Science

Hapuku rock avalanche
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Several fault ruptures
in source – source
area discontinuity
controlled in
greywacke
Largest mapped
landslide
Dammed the Hapuku
River
Elevation of crown
2,800 m AMSL
Vol. ero: 13 (±2) M m3
Vol. dep: 20 (±2) < m3
Runout about 2.7 km

GNS Science

Hapuku rock avalanche

•

Difference
model based on
post-EQ digital
surface model
(DSM) minus
pre-EQ DSM

GNS Science

Seafront Rock slide/slump

•
•
•
•
•

Dominant material: Paleogene Limestone (bedding
steeply dipping into slope)
Failure surface: Through rock mass. Surface fault
ruptures pass though source
Setting: Coastal slopes (up to 430 m AMSL)
Volume range: 8–12 M m3
Runout up to 1 km

GNS Science

The main controls on the landslide distribution

Landslides

• Variables investigated (12)
• Variables with statistical significance:
– Slope angle
– Distance to surface fault rupture
– Elevation
– Geology
– PGA or PGV
– LSR: Local Slope Relief

Faults

It’s not just about the faults! Although
they are important
GNS Science

Distance to surface fault rupture has the strongest influence
• Seven of the largest eight landslides had surface fault ruptures
pass through their source areas
• Most landslides occurred within a few kilometres of a fault that
ruptured

Fault rupture

GNS Science

Kaikoura EQ landslide observations
• The number of landslides with source areas ≥10,000 m2
triggered by this EQ is smaller than those (of similar size)
triggered by similar magnitude EQ’s in NZ
• Seven of the largest eight landslides (from 5 to 20 x 106 m3)
occurred on faults that ruptured to the surface during the
earthquake
• The landslide density within 200 m of a mapped surface fault
rupture is up to four times that at a distance of 2,500 m or more
from a mapped surface fault rupture
• Geology controls the types of landslide and failure mechanism
and as a result the landslide volume

Massey et al. (2018) BSSA Kaikoura special edition
GNS Science

Post-EQ response of the slopes and rivers

GNS Science

Cyclones Debbie and Cook and the dams
(Mar/Apr 2017)
• Washed away most of the
landslide dams, including 10 of Map showing the locations of the
200 significant landslide dams
the top 11
• Remobilisation of debris from
landslides

Hapuku dam

GNS Science

Assessment of landslide dam probability of failure
Based on ~400 landslide dams

Hapuku before Debbie

Dam volume [m3]/ Max dam height [m]

1E+09

0% probability of failure

100000000

25% probability of failure

10000000

50% probability of failure

1000000

75% probability of failure
90% probability of failure

100000

Hapuku 740
Conway 420

Ote Makura 100
Linton 340

10000

Clarence

1000

100
1

10

100

1000

10000

Upstream catchment area [km2]

Probability of dam failure: regional-scale
assessment based on dam geometry and
catchment area (stream power) =
Hapuku after Debbie

The Dimensionless Blockage Index (DBI)
based on NZ and overseas datasets
GNS Science

Example dam breach models and field verification – The Hapuku
•

•

•

•

•

Repeat surveys of
dams pre- and
post-overtopping
Geotechnical
characterisation of
the materials
forming the dam
Assessment of
dam failure modes
and debris flood
modelling
Modelled debris
heights checked
against actual
post-breach debris
heights
Used to forecast
flood and debris
inundation zones
downstream

GNS Science

Ex Tropical Cyclone Gita rain and impacts (Feb 2018)

• Max recorded rain along the Kaikoura
coast for different time periods was:
–
–
–

1 hour = 54 mm
12 hour = 270 mm
24 hour = 302 mm

• An estimated 300,000 m3 of debris covered
the road and rail at multiple sites (source
NCTIR)
• Road and rail closed for about 10 days
• Several homes were hit by debris and the
road and rail were closed prior to the storm

GNS Science

The rain: Gita 2018 and Alison 1975

Kaikoura coast rainfall Cyclone Alison 1975

Kaikoura coast rainfall 20 February 2018
600

600

B)

500

500

400

400

Rain height (mm)

Rain height (mm)

A)

300

200

300

200

100

100

0

0
0

10
20
Rain duration (hours)

30

0

10
20
Rain duration (hours)

30
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So what was the return period of the rain?

Kaikoura coast rainfall Cyclone Alison 1975

Kaikoura coast rainfall 20 February 2018
1000

1000

B)
Return period (years)

Return period (years)

A)
100

10

100

10

1

1
0

10
20
Rain duration (hours)

30

0

10
20
Rain duration (hours)

30
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The landslides

• Most of the landslides were highly
mobile debris flows.
• Most occurred in locations where
slopes had been damaged as a result
of the MW7.8 14 November 2016
earthquake, comprising:
– Remobilisation of debris from landslides
triggered by the EQ
– Enlargement of the source areas of
landslides triggered by the EQ
– Remobilisation of landslide debris in
streams

GNS Science

Debris flows: Reactivation of EQ-induced landslide debris

GNS Science

River response

GNS Science

Hapuku River response
2017-2018

Hapuku - Downstream Transfer
2017-2018

500000

Volume Transferred

2016-2017

250000

Net Deposition
Net Erosion

0

2016-2017

-250000

-500000
0

2500

Red = erosion
Blue = deposition

5000

7500

10000

12500

15000

17500

20000

Should ALL this be expected after a major EQ?

YES

GNS Science

Using this information to develop
regional-scale forecast models

EQ Landslide forecast models
• Logistic regression model variables
adapted from Parker et al. 2015;
Massey et al. 2018
• Identify primary predictors of landslide
probability
–
–
–
–
–
–

Distance to active fault
PGA (or PGV)
Slope
Geology
Local slope relief
Elevation

• Fit global model, using data from three
events (20M 8m pixels):
–
–

–
–

MW7.8 2016 Kaikoura;
MW7.7c1929 Murchison; and MW7.1 1968
Inangahua earthquakes
We have another 11 EIL datasets
Different models are being developed (e.g.,
AI/machine learning techniques)
GNS Science

Earthquake-induced landslide (EIL) model – probability maps
• Probability of landslide occurring at a given location if subjected to a
given PGA
• Model is a hybrid version of the one presented by Massey et al., 2018,
(BSSA) adopting multiple EIL datasets
Wellington example
adopting a
Wellington Fault
M7.8 EQ.
The model is also
setup to be event
driven and use
instrument
PGA/PGV’s to
generate landslide
probability advisory
information (maps)
minutes after being
triggered.

Rainfall-induced landslide (RIL) model
•

Logistic regression model, used to predict
the probability of a landslide occurring
based on a group of variables that influence
its occurrence, e.g.:
–

Mapped landslides

Rainfall (24hr mm), Slope, Elevation, Land use
(cover), Local slope relief, Geology (materials)
and soil moisture

•

Variables must have a physical influence on
landslide occurrence and contribute
statistically to the fit of the model

•

The models are trained using RIL datasets
recorded from storms in different regions of
NZ e.g., >16,000 mapped landslides
triggered by 20 storms, were used to
develop the Wellington model (40M, 3m
pixels).

•

Other region specific models are currently
being developed using different techniques

Mapped
landslides in
Wellington used
to train the
models

GNS Science

Rainfall-induced landslide (RIL) model: Probability
• Example model outputs from Wellington rain events
• Probability of a landslide occurring at a given location if subjected to
24 hour rain amounts equivalent to the 100 and 200 yr return periods

GNS Science

Only large slopes can generate large landslides
• Where do large slopes capable of generating large landslides occur?
• These can then be ranked them based on their estimated probability
of failure

EIL Volume Classes
Landslide source volume (m3)
1K
5K
10K
20K
50K
100K

SH2 Wellington, EIL sources
with P ≥25%

Landslide area to volume scaling
relationships used to identify the
largest landslide (volume) a slope
may generate
GNS Science

How far will the debris travel downslope?

Slippage

Falling debris

F-angle

Physics-based model

• Physics-based models are not time efficient to run over
geographically large areas
• Empirical models can be run quickly over large areas e.g.,
the Fahrboeschung model (F-angle)
GNS Science

How far will the debris travel downslope?
• Earthquake-induced versus rainfall-induced landslide runout
• Runout (F-angles) vary with volume, upstream catchment area,
source material and the type of failure
Mean F-angles for landslides of a given type

50
45

Debris avalanches
(mean)

F-angle (degrees)

40
35

Debris flows
(mean)

30
25

20
15
10
100

1,000

10,000

100,000

1,000,000

Landslide volume (m 3)

Left, Kaikoura EQ-induced debris avalanche;
Right, rainfall-induced reactivation of debris, and
debris flow, triggered by exTC Gita.

Empirical F-angles for >7,000 debris flows
and debris avalanches
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Channelled versus open slope debris
•
•
•

•

•

Debris can channelized along drainage lines
Channelised debris can travel further
Most EIL observed from the Kaikoura EQ
were open slope, some were channelised.
They were all debris avalanches (relatively
dry)
Post-EQ debris flows were both open slope
and channelized and debris from the
channelised ones travelled further
The results in the figure (right) show both
models (the example runout F-angle for both
is 30 deg):
–
Note the channelised model (debris) is
more concentrated in the drainage lines
–
Both models can be easily run over large
areas
–
Runout distance depends on source
volume and protolith materials

Building
footprints
Runout Channelled 30 deg
Runout OpenSlope 30 deg
EIL_Sources modelled

GNS Science

Only large slopes can generate large landslides

EIL Volume Classes

Kaikoura SH1

Landslide source volume (m3)
1K
5K
10K
20K
50K
100K

SH2 Wellington, EIL
sources with P ≥25%

Debris Runout Open Slope 30 deg
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Conclusions
• Regional-scale landslide models can be run quickly over large
areas
• The EIL tool is now operational
• Such models need to include:
– estimates of landslide volume, failure mode and runout of debris, albeit
crudely

• They need to be trained on reality (high quality datasets)
• Such models are statistically-based, as physically-based models
require detailed knowledge of ground conditions, which often
don’t exist, and the models currently take time to run and
overpredict.
• They can be run in a probabilistic framework adopting the
uncertainty ranges of the input variables
• They can be both “event” or “risk” (used for planning purposes)
based

Questions: c.massey@gns.cri.nz
GNS Science

